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Abstract
This thesis has two aims: developing resources for Arabic dialects and improving the
speech recognition of Arabic dialects. Two important components are considered: Pro-
nunciation Dictionary (PD) and Language Model (LM). Six parts are involved, which
relate to finding and evaluating dialects resources and improving the performance of sys-
tems for the speech recognition of dialects.
Three resources are built and evaluated: one tool and two corpora. The methodology
that was used for building the multi-dialect morphology analyser involves the proposal and
evaluation of linguistic and statistic bases. We obtained an overall accuracy of 94%. The
dialect text corpora have four sub-dialects, with more than 50 million tokens. The multi-
dialect speech corpora have 32 speech hours, which were collected from 52 participants.
The resultant speech corpora have more than 67,000 speech files.
The main objective is improvement in the PDs and LMs of Arabic dialects. The use
of incremental methodology made it possible to check orthography and phonology rules
incrementally. We were able to distinguish the rules that positively affected the PDs. The
Word Error Rate (WER) improved by an accuracy of 5.3% in MSA and 5% in Levantine.
Three levels of morphemes were used to improve the LMs of dialects: stem, pre-
fix+stem and stem+suffix. We checked the three forms using two different types of LMs.
Eighteen experiments are carried out on MSA, Gulf dialect and Egyptian dialect, all of
which yielded positive results, showing that WERs were reduced by 0.5% to 6.8%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The goal of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) research is to build systems that map
from acoustic signals to a string of words computationally (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
Acoustic models, language models and pronunciation dictionaries -Lexicons- are the most
important components of ASR systems; they work together to form a recogniser. Figure
1.1 shows a simplified ASR system, describing decoding a sentence, which begins with a
wave and ends in a string of words, passing through the three main components listed
above. The decoder combines the probabilities of a language model -n-gram-, the Hidden
Markov Model (HMM)1 of each word in the lexicon2 and acoustic likelihood. The decoder
in this model uses a Bayes’ rule, which is represented as follows:
W ∗ = arg max
W
Acoustic model︷ ︸︸ ︷
P (O|W )
Language model︷ ︸︸ ︷
P (W )
Word Error Rate (WER) is the standard evaluation metric used for ASR systems
(Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). To calculate the WER we must specify the number of
1Rabiner and Juang (1986) define an HMM as “a doubly stochastic process with an underlying stochas-
tic process that is not directly observable (it is “hidden”), but can only be observed through another set
of stochastic processes that produce the sequence of observed symbols”.
2An HMM lexicon in Figure 1.1 is “a list of word pronunciations, each pronunciation represented by
a string of phones. Each word can then be thought of as an HMM, where the phones (or sometimes
subphones) are states in the HMM, and the Gaussian likelihood estimators supply the HMM output
likelihood function for each state” (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
1
Figure 1.1: An architecture of a simplified ASR system for decoding a sentence, from
Jurafsky and Martin (2009)
insertions, substitutions and deletions as follows:
WER% = 100× Insertions + Substitutions + Deletions
Total Words in Transcript
Arabic has three major challenges that affecting ASR in two of its main components
the Language Model (LM) and the Pronunciation Dictionary (PD)3: (1) the richness
of the morphology, e.g. hundreds words can be generated from every single root; (2)
the huge variations between Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and dialects and between
dialects themselves; and (3) the limited available resources that can assist in NLP and
ASR tasks, such as different types of corpora, analytical tools, Part-Of-Speech (POS)
taggers, dialects diacritisers, etc.
Two important factors that affect ASR directly relate to the language’s rich morphol-
3These challenges will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.
2
ogy: the LM and the PD. These two important components primarily relate to NLP,
and this explains the relationship in this thesis between NLP and ASR. The LM and
the PD considerably affect the accuracy of the speech recogniser. In a PD, every single
word is represented phonetically. In the case of morphological languages that are not
rich, such as English, it is not hard to add all or the majority of full word forms to every
stem; for example there are four different full word forms of the stem “wait”; i.e. wait,
waits, waiting and waited, all of these forms can be found in the English Voxforge lexicon
and the CMU pronunciation dictionary. However, this is very difficult with Arabic, in
which for the same stem too many different words can be generated. For this reason, it
is very difficult to produce an Arabic PD manually. Therefore, an alternative approach is
proposed. This involves producing an automatic PD for Arabic MSA and dialects. The
other concern with Arabic PDs is how best to produce a phonetic representation of every
possible word automatically; this concern is most associated with dialects in which there
are no clear linking rules to apply from orthography to phonology.
MSA mainly follows a free word order (Staal, 1967; Farghaly and Shaalan, 2009).
Examples of sentence structure are as follows: subject-verb-object, verb-subject-object or
object-verb-subject. Some studies, such as Kirchhoff et al. (2006), have focused on this
issue when building a LM, particularly with regard to how the decoder deals with the
different orders of words, Figure 1.2 compares (a) a standard n-gram model with (b)
Factored Language Model (FLM), which deals specifically with word order. This thesis
focuses on the word-stem level, using the standard n-gram backoff path, i.e. (a) in Figure
1.2, without dealing with word order. The main reason for not dealing with word order
is that SVO order is more commonly in use with Arabic dialects, (Chiang and Rambow,
2006; Farghaly and Shaalan, 2009) unlike MSA.
In view of the above, the main work of this thesis will focus on improving LM and PD
from the perspective of inflectional approaches to reduce WER and improve accuracy in
3
Figure 1.2: Standard n-gram backoff path for a 4-gram language model over words (a)
and backoff graph for 4-gram over factors (b), from Kirchhoff et al. (2006)
Arabic dialects speech recognition tasks. However, before commencing work on PDs and
LMs, there is a need to collect and build the requisite resources, which are very important
in such tasks.
1.1 Problem statement
The problem raised and addressed by this thesis is twofold. The first part of the problem
focuses on the lack of dialect resources and tools, which adversely affect Arabic dialects
for performing ASR and NLP tasks. The absence of a multi dialect morphology analyser,
which is a very important tool for dialect tasks, has led previous researchers to use either
an annotated lexicon, which is unavailable in most dialects, or to extract stems and
affixes manually, which is time-consuming for large tasks. The second issue is the general
absence of large corpora for the dialects, though there are small corpora in the cases of
some dialects. Dialect text corpora are very helpful when creating LM for dialects ASR.
The final issue affecting dialect resources is the absence of parallel speech corpora. This
means it is not possible to compare between Arabic dialects or extract comparable results
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between Arabic dialects.
The other part of the problem, which will be explained in detail in this thesis, addresses
Arabic dialect morphology in ASR tasks. In the case of Arabic dialects, it is very difficult
to produce all full word forms manually, as hundreds of words can be generated from every
single root. Moreover, to date, there has been no previous study clarifying how best to
link orthography to phonology in Arabic dialects to create an automatic PD. The research
that has been done either uses a manual lexicon, which is unavailable for most dialects, or
uses a few unspecified rules to link orthography to phonology. Very few full word forms
appear in Arabic dialect LMs, leading many Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV)4 words to arise.
This then makes the WER increase for the recogniser.
1.2 Research questions
The research questions posed in this thesis are as follows:
• Question 1: How can we improve Arabic dialect speech recognition accuracy by
representing the rich morphology of Arabic dialects in two main components; PDs
and LMs?
• Question 2: How do parallel multi dialect speech corpora affect the accuracy of
Arabic multi dialect speech recognition tasks? In addition, which type of data is
best for dialects speech recognition systems; pooled data or data separated using a
dialect classifier?
• Question 3: How can an Arabic multi dialect text corpora be collected automati-
cally?
• Question 4: How can a multi dialect morphology analyser using linguistic and sta-
tistical methods be built?
4Unseen words.
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Figure 1.3: Thesis parts
1.3 A brief description of the work detailed in the
thesis
This thesis focuses on two aims; developing appropriate resources for Arabic dialects and
improving Arabic dialects speech recognition systems for two important factors, i.e. PD
and LM. Figure 1.3 shows the six elements integrated into the thesis. Three parts out of
six relate to resources, and three relate to improving applications of speech recognition
dialects.
Three important components were involved when compiling Arabic dialects resources,
as Figure 1.3 shows, i.e. (1) building multi dialect morphology analyser, (2) collecting a
multi dialect Arabic text corpora, and (3) building a multi dialect Arabic speech corpus.
Once we finished building and collecting the required resources, we commenced build-
ing the multi dialect speech recognition task using a resulted speech corpus. In this task,
we aimed to compare the results of multi dialect tasks with separated tasks, and sought
to compare multi dialect speech recognition tasks with separated dialects tasks that use
a dialect classifier. We referred to speech corpora to build and test this, as Figure 1.3
shows. In all the experiments that have been carried out in this thesis we used trigram
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language models.
The improvement of the PDs and LMs for Arabic dialects was a main objective when
conducting the work for this thesis. An incremental methodology was used to improve
PDs for Arabic MSA and Levantine. This methodology made it possible to check existing
orthography and phonology rules incrementally; such that any rule yielding improvement
is added, and others will be ignored. The orthography to phonology rules are for MSA.
Therefore, by using this methodology we were able to distinguish which of these rules
affected PD dialect positively and which negatively. Two components were used for
improving PDs, i.e. multi dialect speech corpora and multi dialect morphology analyser,
as seen in Figure 1.3.
Many of the previous studies have aimed to improve LM in one of two ways; using
either morphemes (word level) or word order (sentence level). The scope of this thesis
was derived at the word level; therefore, we used morpheme to improve LMs for dialects.
For this purpose we suggested three levels of morphemes; stem alone, prefix+stem and
stem+suffix. We also checked the three forms using two different types of LMs; closed
domain LM, and open domain LM. All three resultant resources i.e. speech and text
corpora and multi dialect morphology analyser were used in this portion of the thesis, as
Figure 1.3 shows.
1.4 Summary of the key thesis contributions
Below we list the contributions to knowledge resulting from this thesis:
1.4.1 Presenting a methodology for building a multi dialect mor-
phology analyser
We addressed the problem of the analysis of a multi-dialect Arabic morphology. The
methodology applied involved the synthesis of two methods. The linguistic method used
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an adapted MSA morphology analyser to first handle the dialect prefixes and suffixes and
then analyse the remaining word fragments. This method improved the accuracy of the
dialect words from 32% to 69%. The second method involved segmenting the words and
using ‘the web as corpus’ to estimate the frequency of different segment combinations,
which were then used to guess the correct stem form and extract affixes where there were
some. The overall synthesis was shown to have a 94% accuracy in a corpus of Arabic
dialects (Chapter 4).
1.4.2 Demonstrating a methodology for collecting multi dialect
Arabic text corpora automatically
The work described involved building multi dialect Arabic texts corpora automatically
using the web as a corpus. From the results of the experiments, we obtained about 50
million tokens from the different Arabic dialects. These dialects included the four main
dialects, i.e. Gulf, Levantine, Egyptian and North African, resulting in 14.5 million, 10.4
million, 13 million and 10.1 million tokens being obtained respectively. The total number
of distinctive types across all the corpora was 2 million types (Chapter 5).
1.4.3 Developing a methodology for building a multi dialect
speech corpus
The design and recording of a multi-dialect Arabic speech parallel corpus, which encom-
passes three main dialects; Gulf, Egyptian and Levantine as well as MSA, was undertaken
for a specific linguistic domain i.e. travel and tourism. Travel and tourism domain has
a clear vocabulary, which can be pronounced by any native speaker easily. Parallel texts
were written for the four main dialects, involving 1291 sentences for MSA and 1069 sen-
tences for other dialects. The recordings were conducted involving 52 participants. We
obtained about 32 speech hours, which were then segmented into a total number of 67,132
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speech files (Chapter 6).
1.4.4 Building a multi dialect speech recognition system and
comparing it to separated dialects tasks
A comparison of Arabic ASR systems for specific dialects, versus a system trained using
pooled data was done. The comparison covered three different dialects in addition to
MSA. The best Word Error Rate (WER) that could be obtained for the multi-dialect
recognition system was 13.7% and the average for the best WERs from the four dialects
was extracted and found to be 10.2%. Thus, the difference was found to be -3.5%. Three
different aspects were involved in this comparison; recognition accuracy, time required
and accuracy of the dialect classifier (Chapter 7).
1.4.5 Improving of Arabic dialects PDs
A novel method was used to improve the accuracy of Arabic dialect PDs. In the incre-
mental methodology, we showed how incremental cycles could be applied to Arabic speech
recognition to reduce WER. By using phonology and morphology rules, an incremental
methodology was used to improve the PDs for MSA and the Levantine dialect. The ab-
solute accuracy of MSA PD is improved by 5.3% and 5% for the Levantine dialect. Eight
phonology rules out of 11 improved the MSA PD and three rules improved Levantine PD.
We obtained two PDs for MSA and the Levantine dialect to show how each orthography
to phonology rule improved the accuracy of the speech recogniser (Chapter 8).
1.4.6 Improving of Arabic dialects LMs
Experiments were done to improve the LMs for three parallel dialects. In each dialect,
two different LMs were produced: a closed domain LM and an open domain LM. The
methodology of the second part of the multi dialect morphology analyser, involved re-
trieval of web frequencies for different parts of a word; this methodology was modified
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and then used to extract the three suggested forms of the word; stem alone, prefix+stem
and stem+suffix. Six results were then extracted per dialect, giving a total of eighteen
results. The error rates in these results have been reduced between 0.5% to 6.8% (Chapter
9).
1.5 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 introduces the general features of the Arabic language. It also looks at the Arab
world and dialectic variation. The chapter focuses on some of the challenges associated
with Arabic dialects in relation to speech processing. Three challenges will be discussed:
(1) a lack of standardisation in Arabic dialects, (2) the large gap between MSA and the
dialects and between the dialects themselves, and (3) the shortage of available resources
for Arabic dialects.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of relevant work. Related work has been categorised
into two main sections; the resources and the improving of dialects speech recognisers.
In the resources section, we will discuss three important resources; (1) the morphology
analyser tool, (2) the texts corpora, and (3) the speech corpora for Arabic dialects. The
other section of the related work will discuss building on and improving Arabic dialects
speech recognition systems in two main categories, i.e. PDs and LMs.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 discuss the building and the collection of the required Arabic
dialect resources. Chapter 4 describes a multi-dialect morphology analyser, which utilises
both a linguistic basis and a statistical basis upon which to analyse Arabic dialects,
loanwords and MSA words that were not analysed by the MSA morphology analyser.
The linguistic foundation utilises the MSA morphology analyser and adapts it to accept
different dialects’ affixes. Using the four forms created by the segmenter the notion of
using the web as a corpus was proposed. The web resource makes it possible to use the
frequencies retrieved for each word segment to distinguish the stem and then extract the
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affixes where applicable.
Chapter 5 and 6 explain the methodologies used for building the text and speech
corpora in Arabic dialects. Chapter 5 presents the Arabic multi dialect text corpora,
which was created by exploiting the web as a corpus. Four steps involved in creating the
corpora will be explained; the collection and grouping of around 1500 dialect words from
different Arabic websites. Then, a survey was conducted with a group of people from
different Arab countries to ensure that they would use only the words on the designated
list. Next, the researcher collected the links using Bing API and downloaded web pages,
likely to have the same dialects. The final stage was the cleaning and normalisation of
the downloaded web pages. Our aim was that the resulting corpus should include four
main dialects; Levantine, Egyptian, Gulf and North African.
In Chapter 6, we introduce the methodology we followed when building the parallel
dialects speech corpora for Arabic. It shows the steps performed when writing the MSA
text and then diacritising it. The next step is for dialect native speakers to translate
the MSA diacritised text into the local dialects. In the recording step, we show how
we obtained high quality recordings. The resultant corpora have four parallel speech
corpora; MSA, Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian. There is also an MSA numbers speech
corpus, produced by native Arabic speakers from different dialect backgrounds. The data
resulting from both the speech, in Chapter 6, and text, in Chapter 5, is available for
public use.
Chapter 7 describes the building of a multi dialect system before starting work on PDs
and LMs to check the accuracy of the speech data collected, and to compare the multi
dialect speech recognition task results, versus the separated dialects results. Therefore,
Chapter 7 presents an Arabic multi-dialect speech recognition system created to recognise
MSA and three different dialects.
Chapters 8 and 9 introduce methodologies for improving dialects speech recognition
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systems in two main components; PDs and LMs. Chapter 8 introduces an incremental
method for improving Arabic PDs, where orthography to phonology in Arabic, in general
follows regular rules. However, these rules still needed to be checked to ascertain efficiency.
Therefore, an incremental methodology for applying phonological rules is introduced in
this chapter for MSA and Levantine dialects. This allows the application of each new rule
to the baseline system, initiating a new cycle to check the effect of the additional rule.
If there was an improvement, we added this rule to our PD improvement rules for each
dialect.
Chapter 9 continues working to improve the dialect recogniser by working on the
different dialect stems in the language models. We show the results of the experiments
conducted on three parallel dialects; i.e. MSA, Gulf and Egyptian. Two different LMs
were applied for each dialect; a closed domain LM and an open domain LM. Chapter 9
also explained how the methodology of the second part of the multi dialect morphology
analyser was used to extract the three suggested forms of the word; stem alone, prefix +
stem and stem + suffix.
Chapter 10 introduces the conclusions to this thesis, and presents suggestions about
future work. Chapter 10 summarises the contributions made in this thesis.
1.6 Resulting publications
Seven papers resulted from this thesis, i.e. two articles and five conference papers as
follows:
Articles:
1. Khalid Almeman and Mark Lee. Automatic multi-dialect analysis of Arabic. Lin-
guistica Communicatio: International journal of Arabic language engineering &
General Linguistics, 5:95–108, 2013 (Almeman and Lee, 2013d).
2. Khalid Almeman and Mark Lee. Building a Multi-Dialect Morphological Analyser
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for Arabic. The Journal of Computer Science and Engineering, in Arabic (IJCSEA),
5(1):74–92, 2013 (Almeman and Lee, 2013e).
Conference Papers:
1. Khalid Almeman and Mark Lee, “A Comparison of Arabic Speech Recognition for
Multi-Dialect vs. Specific Dialects”, In Proceedings of the Seventh International
Conference on Speech Technology and Human-Computer Dialogue (SpeD 2013),
Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 16-19 October 2013, 2013 (Almeman and Lee, 2013a).
2. Khalid Almeman and Mark Lee, “An Incremental Methodology for Improving Pro-
nunciation Dictionaries for Arabic Speech Recognition”, In Proceedings of the Sev-
enth International Conference on Speech Technology and Human-Computer Dialogue
(SpeD 2013), Cluj-Napoca, Romania, 16-19 October 2013, 2013 (Almeman and Lee,
2013b).
3. Khalid Almeman and Mark Lee, “Automatic Building of Arabic Multi Dialect Text
Corpora by Bootstrapping Dialect Words”, In Proceedings of the First Interna-
tional Conference on Communications, Signal Processing, and their Applications
(ICCSPA’13), Sharjah, UAE, 12-14 Feb. 2013, IEEE, 2013 (Almeman and Lee,
2013c).
4. Khalid Almeman and Mark Lee and Ali Almiman, “Multi Dialect Arabic Speech
Parallel Corpora”, In Proceedings of the First International Conference on Commu-
nications, Signal Processing, and their Applications (ICCSPA’13), Sharjah, UAE,
12-14 Feb. 2013, IEEE, 2013 (Almeman et al., 2013).
5. Khalid Almeman and Mark Lee, “Towards Developing a Multi-Dialect Morpholog-
ical Analyser for Arabic”, In Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference
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on Arabic Language Processing (CITALA’12), Rabat, Morocco, 2-3 May 2012, PP.
19-25, 2012 (Almeman and Lee, 2012).
1.7 Resulting dialects resources
Three resources resulted from this thesis. These resources have been made available to
other researchers. They are one tool and two corpora:
1. The Arabic multi-dialect morphology analyser; The multi dialect morphology anal-
yser follows the algorithm that has been suggested in Chapter 4. The multi dialect
morphology analyser can be used online through the webpage as a web service,
http://www.arabicmorphologyanalyser.com, or using its source code.
2. The multi dialect Arabic speech parallel corpora project: this project has 32 speech
hours recorded by 52 participants for MSA, Gulf, Egyptian and Levantine. It also
has an MSA number corpus recorded using different dialect backgrounds. The
resultant corpora totals more than 67000 wave files. Fully diacritised texts and PDs
have also been prepared for this project.
3. The Arabic multi dialect text corpus project; this corpus was extracted automat-
ically from the web. The multi dialect text corpus comprises four sub-corpora,
categorised into the main dialects, i.e. Gulf, Egyptian, Levantine and North Africa.
In total, the multi dialect text corpora has 50 million tokens.
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Chapter 2
Modern Standard Arabic and
Arabic Dialects
2.1 Introduction
The Arabic language is a member of the Semitic language family. It is the fourth most
commonly spoken language across the world after Chinese, Spanish and English (CIA,
2013), with an estimated more than 422 million speakers in 2012 (Bokova, 2012). Some
references such as Ethnologue (2013)1 and CIA (2013) have divided the number between
native speakers and those who speak Arabic as a second language. Ethnologue (2013)
estimates the number of native speakers as 206 million and second-language speakers
at 246 million, totalling 452 million speakers between the two categories. The Arabic
language is an official language in 24 countries (CIA, 2013).
Written from right to left, the Arabic language has 28 letters. Arabic letters have up to
four forms according to their place in the word; i.e. isolate, beginning, middle or ending.
Table 2.1 lists the Arabic letters’ names and how they have different forms according to
their positions within the word; it also shows how each letter is pronounced when spoken
1Ethnologue is a web-based publication which contains statistics on more than 7000 languages (Eth-
nologue, 2013).
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separately.
Diacritisation in Arabic shows the short vowel. There are up to 13 different combi-
nation forms for the Arabic letter. An example of these multiple forms for the different
short vowels can be seen in Table 2.2, which shows the 13 combinations of short vowels
for one Arabic letter H. /b/ ‘Baa letter’. Overall, more than 350 different possible
diacritised letters exist for the 28 Arabic letters.
With the exception of some religious and learning books, diacritisation (as depicted
above) is not written in Arabic texts (Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson, 2010). The absence
of diacritisation leads to lexical and morphological ambiguity (Diab et al., 2007) and is
one of the most critical challenges for processing Arabic texts (Elshafei et al., 2006). This
is for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) which, in most cases, has regular rules for writing;
this challenge is more formidable when dealing with dialects which are irregular in many
cases.
2.2 MSA vs. dialects in usage
MSA is the formal language of communication understood by most Arabic people. It is
used in education and on different media (Clive, 2004), to communicate between people
of different dialects, in courtrooms, and in other formal situations. Conversely, dialects
are used in daily conversation and telephone communication and, in recent times, have
begun to be used on both television and radio and also as written forms on the Internet.
Unless there is a requirement for MSA, the local dialect is more commonly used.
2.3 The multiplicity of dialects
A variety is an any body of human speech patterns which is sufficiently homo-
geneous to be analysed by available techniques of synchronic description and
which has a sufficiently large repertory of elements (Ferguson, 1971).
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Isolated Name IPA Beginning Middle Final
@a Alif /a/

@

A

A
H. Baa /b/ K. J.  I. 
H Taa /t/ K J I
H Thaa /T/ K J I
h. Jeem /Ã/ k. j.  i. 
h Haa /è/ k j i
p Khaa /x/  	k  	j q
X Dal /d/ X Y Y
	X Dhal /ð/ 	X 	Y 	Y
P Raa /r/ P Q Q
	P Zaa /z/ 	P 	Q 	Q
 Seen /s/   
 Sheen /S/     
 Saad /sQ/   
	 Daad /dQ/  	  	 	
  Taa /tQ/ £ ¢ ¡
	  Dhaa /ðQ/  	£  	¢ 	¡
¨ Aain /Q/ « ª ©
	¨
Ghain /γ/  	«  	ª 	©
	¬ Faa /f/  	¯  	® 	­
 Qaf /q/ ¯  ® 
¼ Kaf /k/ » º ½
È Lam /l/ Ë Ê É
Ð Meem /m/ Ó Ò Ñ
	à Noon /n/  	K  	J 	á
è Haa /h/ ë ê é
ð Waw /w/ ð ñ ñ
ø
 Yaa /j/ K
 J
 ù
 
aThe Alif Letter has eight different forms for writing i.e.

@

@ @
ð Z ø ø @. Some forms are similar to the Waw letter, for example,ð /o/, and some forms are similar to the Yaa letter.
Table 2.1: Arabic letters
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FatHah Kasrah Dhammah Sukwn
H. H.
H. H.
H. H.
H.H.
H.
H.H.
H.
H.
Table 2.2: The 13 combinations of short vowels for H. /b/ ‘Baa letter’
All languages have one or more dialects. Carter et al. (2011) defined a dialect as “a
form of the language that is spoken in a particular part of the country or by a particular
group of people”. Any linguistic practices that are characteristic of specific socioeconomic
groups, gender and age groups constitute dialects (Finegan, 2008). The variability be-
tween dialects includes differences in words, grammar, morphology, syntax, phonetics,
etc.
The gap between dialects and the standard language or between dialects themselves
differs from one language to other. For example a large gap can be found between Arabic
dialects comparative to English dialects; an interesting experiment conducted by Kirchhoff
and Vergyri (2005) computed overlap in vocabulary between dialects as a percentage of
shared unigrams, bigrams and trigrams for Egyptian dialect and MSA, and compared
these numbers with equivalent statistics for American English and British English, Table
2.3. In Arabic, the inventory of words (unigrams) only overlaps by 10% and there is a
minimal overlap of bigrams and trigrams. One can compare this with English, in which
the percentage of shared unigrams was found to be 44% and approximately 20% and 5%
for bigrams and trigrams, respectively. The overlap in unigrams is indicative of the gap
size in words and morphology, and the overlap in bigrams and trigrams indicates gap size
in syntax and grammar.
As the gap between dialects grows, dealing with more than one dialect in ASR tasks
becomes harder, and a lower accuracy rate is likely. In the case of a large gap, multi di-
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ECA-MSA BE-AmE
Shared unigrams (%) 10.3 44.5
Shared bigrams (%) 1 19.2
Shared trigrams (%) <1 5.3
Table 2.3: Percentage of shared unigrams, bigrams and trigrams in the Egyptian corpus
(ECA) and the MSA corpus, and for the conversational British English corpus (BE) and
American English corpus (AmE) (Kirchhoff and Vergyri, 2005)
alect tasks can be treated as different languages. The matter of the gap between dialects
becomes more challenging in languages that are rich morphologically, as the rich mor-
phology presents a new angle in addition to the differences in syntax, grammar, words,
etc.
In some languages, there is agreement between concerning what is standard language,
but in others, there is no agreement or one standard. For example, there is no agreement
about which is the standard language in English; Finegan (2008) states, “no single variety
of English can be called the standard. Here it should also be remembered that there
are different national standards for British, American, Australian, and Canadian English
(among others). Furthermore, at least with respect to pronunciation, there may be several
standard varieties of a national variety. The simple fact is that many varieties of standard
English exist.”. Arabic is a different case, as MSA is the Arabic standard. MSA is a
formal language used to communicate between speakers of different dialects; this makes
it a second dialect for Arab speakers.
The differences in patterns in some classes of POS sometimes follow regular rules from
standard to dialect or between dialects. One example of this is verbs in Arabic dialects;
according to Haak (1996), in many cases the stem patterns of Arabic verbs in dialects
are identical to those of MSA in many cases. However, this regular pattern in Arabic is
not seen with loanwords- noun or verbs-, adjective, adverb, names, etc. Regular patterns
between dialects are very helpful in NLP; for example, the accuracy of our multi dialect
morphology analyser, in Chapter 4, has been increased from 32% to 68%, when adding
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new affixes from dialects to enable the MSA analyser to analyse verbs used in dialects.
Arabic dialects multiplicity
Most current Arabic dialects were generated from the interaction between different old
dialects of Arabic and other languages that existed in neighbouring regions (Habash,
2010). For example, both the Berber and French languages have influenced the North
African dialect (ibid.).
The majority of words in dialect originated from either MSA, such as the expression
é

Ë IËð

@ /Aulit luh/ (Levantine)2 has the origin é

Ë IÊ ¯ /Qultu lahu/ ‘I said to him’ in
MSA; or they are loanwords e.g. é 
ðY 	KA /sAndawySah/ (Gulf) ‘sandwich’. In both
cases, there have been significant transformations between the original words and their
current expression.
The changes in words that originate from MSA are expressed on three different lev-
els: (1) some changes are expressed by converting some letters to other letters, in other
words, by changing consonants or long vowels3; (2) some have been changed with just the
diacritisation; i.e. short vowels such as I
K. /bayt/ which is spoken as I
K. /biyt/ (Gulf)
‘house’. (3) the rest have been changed by leaving out some of the Tajweed4 rules, which
might have an effect on either the word or the sentence level.
The significant transformation that occurred from MSA to dialects also took place
2In this thesis, Arabic MSA and dialect words are represented in some or all of four variants, according
to context: Arabic word /HSB transliteration scheme (Habash et al., 2007)/ (dialect) ‘English translation’.
3In Arabic there are three long vowels i.e. @ /A/, ð /W/ and ø
 /Y/.
4Which means in Arabic ‘to read in a correct way’.
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between the words in different dialects. There are large gap between the dialects in
different aspects (Versteegh, 2001). There are large differences in prefixes, suffixes, stems,
loan words and the usage of words. Chapter 5 describes the results of the survey that we
conducted, which showed that hundreds of words are used uniquely in one dialect but are
not used at all in other dialects.
The relationship between MSA and the dialects in general is similar to that in any
other language and its dialects. However, in the case of Arabic, there are two linguistic
aspects: (1) the large differences between MSA and the dialects; and (2) the MSA is not
native to an Arabic speaker (Habash, 2010).
2.4 Dialectic variation
Ethnologue (2013) lists 30 different Arabic dialects. Each Arabic country has its own
particular main dialect, and some countries have more than one main dialect. The main
dialects of each country can be divided into a group of sub-dialects; e.g. the Saudi dialect
includes Najdi (Central) dialect, Hejazi (Western) dialect, Southern dialect, etc.
The Gulf region is located in the eastern part of the Arab world; the Levantine is in
the north-east; North Africa is to the west; Sudan is to the south, and Egypt resides in
the centre. Due to its central position, Egypt shares many of its dialect words with either
those spoken in the Gulf region to the east, the Levantine region to the north-east, and
North Africa to the west.
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MSA θ ð q j
has converted to:
Egyptian s (or) t z (or) d A g
Levantine s (or) t z A j
Gulf θ ð g j (or) g
North Africa θ ð g j
Table 2.4: Some changes in phones between Arabic dialects compared with MSA
2.5 Morphology of the dialects
For the morphology of the Semitic languages, one of the key distinguishing features is the
root and pattern (Watson, 2007). One example from the Arabic language is the root
I. J» /KTB/, from which we can generate I.
J

» /KaTaBa/ ‘he wrote’, I. K A

¿ /KATiB/
‘writer’, H. A
J» /KiTAB/ ‘a book’, a multitude of different stem forms (Hudson, 1986).
Arabic is one of the morphologically rich languages (Olive et al., 2011; Habash, 2010;
Soudi et al., 2007; Al-Sughaiyer and Al-Kharashi, 2004; Versteegh, 2001). Beside the
different forms of stem, Arabic word has many different types of affixes; for example
AëñJ.ªÊJ
kð /waHayalabwhA/ ‘and they will play it’ is represented as five words in English,
including
	­¢ªË@ ð@ð coordination,ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ Z Ag future particle, Q
Ò 	Ë@ Aë pronoun and ð@ð
é «A Ò m.Ì'@ the Waw of plural. Moreover, Arabic affixation also includes ÐA ê 	® J B@ è 	Q Ò ë
interrogative, Qm.Ì'@
	¬ðQk prepositions, YJ
»ñJË @ ÐB emphasis, 	­K
QªJË @ ÐB definite article, and
others (Habash, 2010). The combination of the roots and patterns with affixes generates
an excessively high number of words and leads to high Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) rates
(Kirchhoff and Vergyri, 2005). If all the new affixes and roots that are used in the dialects
were added, this would render this estimation even higher.
For speech recognition tasks, the multitude of the full word forms of the Arabic lan-
guage affects the Word Error Rate (WER): for example, a 64K word lexicon typically
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Figure 2.1: Vocabulary growth for full words in Egyptian Colloquial Arabic (ECA), from
Kirchhoff et al. (2003)
leads to a 0.5% OOV rate for English, but results in approximately 5% OOV for Arabic
(Afify et al., 2006). Figure 2.1 illustrates how the Egyptian Colloquial Arabic (ECA)
vocabulary growth rate of full word forms exceeds that of English by a significant amount
(Kirchhoff et al., 2003).
One solution for the multitude of the full word forms of the Arabic Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) tasks is to deal with words which are missing prefixes/suffixes as
correct words; for example, in the word A ëñ Ò ê 	® J
 ð /wasayafhamuhA/ ‘and they will
understand it’, if the
	­¢ªË@ ð@ð conjunction ‘and’ is omitted by the recogniser, this does
not affect the meaning, so if the recognised word is AëñÒê 	®J
 /sayafhamuhA/ ‘they will
understand it’, this would be deemed a valid interpretation.
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When using a stem rather than a full word form, the affixes will be removed, this will
reduce the PD size and then reduce OOV for the speech recognition task. Experimental
results in Chapter 9 show the PD size is reduced by up to 34% when using stems.
2.6 Phonology of the dialects
One of the distinct features of the Semitic languages is a limited vocalic system and a
rich consonantal system (Watson, 2007). For Arabic there are three basic vowels @ /A/,
ø
 /y/, ð /w/, for both short and long forms. Arabic has regular rules, in most cases, for
linking orthography to phonology. Alghamdi et al. (2004) lists the rules for MSA, and
how they are applied computationally. However, due to the differences between MSA and
the dialects, it is unclear whether these rules can also be applied to dialects.
For the dialect words that originate from MSA, they have undergone changes in the
affixation and stems of the words. Many Arabic dialects convert the phones of prefixes
and suffixes, for example in the Egyptian dialect the prefix  /s/ meaning ‘will’ is
converted to h /H/; in North Africa, the suffix @ñ  /wA/ ‘they’ is replaced with ñ
/wsˇ/. Some changes also occur in stems; for example,
	¬A ®Ë@ 	¬Qk /q/ is changed to Z
/’/ in Levantine; in the Gulf region people use /ts/ or /tS/ instead of /k/ in some words.
Table 2.4 shows some of these changes and compares MSA with some of the main dialects.
The developments in phonetics are reflected in the writing system. As a result of
new phonetics that have been developed and absorbed into Arabic, additional symbols
have been introduced for certain phonemes which previously did not exist in the MSA
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alphabet; an example of one of these phonemes is
¬ /v/, which is primarily used in
loanwords (Kirchhoff et al., 2003), the point here is that the usage of these representations
of new phonetics is not standardised; a secondary point is that not all of the new phonemes
are represented yet, such as /ţ/ phonics which is used in Najdi dialect in the centre of
Saudi Arabia.
In the experiments that will be shown in Chapter 8, we made use of the rules that
directly affect the data that have been used in the work. Some of these rules will be listed
as examples5.
The Arabic letter
è /t/ or /h/ ‘Ta-Marboutah letter’ is used only at the end of a word.
It can take one of two phones: when stopping it is pronounced ë /h/, and when the
speaker connects the word containing Ta-Marboutah letter with the following word, it is
pronounced H /T/. The è Ta-Marboutah letter rule is similar to the short vowel rule for
most letters at the end of the words where they take one of two phones; one with stopping
i.e. Sukun ‘no vowel’, and one for continuation which is one of the thirteen different forms.
The /L/ phoneme in the definite article È@ /AL/ can be divided into use with the 14
sun letters6, and with the remaining moon letters7. In the sun letters the /L/ phoneme
will be ignored (it is silent). However, with the moon letters it is pronounced. As an
example, the word Ò Ë@ /Alˇsams/ ‘the sun’ is pronounced /asˇsˇams/ by deleting the
/L/ phoneme; however, QÒ®Ë@ /Alqamar/ ‘the moon’ is pronounced as it is written.
The last phonology rule we are going to show here is the pronunciation of Alef-Alwasl
which is pronounced either Z /’/ when starting with it, or ignored when it is linked to the
previous word. For example, in the word I
 J. Ë @ /’lbayt/ ‘the home’ we say /’/ at the
beginning as it is written because we started with it. However, when we say I 
 J. Ë A K.
5See Alghamdi et al. (2004) for the full explanation of all MSA orthography to phonology rules.
6They are 	à È 	    	    	P P 	X X H H (Ryding, 2005).
7They are ø
 ð è Ð ¼
 	¬ 	¨ ¨ p h h. H.

@ (ibid.).
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/bilbayt/ ‘in the home’ we removed the phoneme /’/ from the word I
J. Ë @ /’lbayt/ ‘the
home’ because of its position.
2.7 Some challenges for Arabic dialects
Beside the lack of diacritisation in almost all Arabic texts and the multitude of the full
word forms, in terms of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and speech recognition there
are three important issues that are very important to consider when discussing Arabic
dialects; (1) dialects have a lack of standardisation, (2) the gap between MSA and the
dialects, and (3) the shortage of available resources, especially with respect to the various
dialects.
While MSA is a uniform system that creates a writing standard among different Arab
countries, in Arabic dialects there is almost no standardisation of orthography (Farghaly
and Shaalan, 2009), for example, among the many different forms that can represent the
loanword ‘sandwich’ there are; ðY 	KA /sAndwitS/, é 
ðY 	KA /sAndwiySat/, é 
ðY 	KA
/sAndwiySh/, ðY 	KA /sAndwiS/, ðY 	J /sandwiS/, ðY 	J /sandwitS/,   K
ðY 	J
/sandwiytS/, and so forth. The lack of standarisation makes it very hard to generate
generalisation of the rules, making some NLP tasks (such as the analysis of a dialect’s
morphology) harder.
The large gap between MSA and different dialects has affected pronunciation and
phone inventories as well as morphology, word order and vocabulary (Kirchhoff and Ver-
gyri, 2005). We extracted shared words and sentences in the multi dialect speech corpus
between the texts for MSA and three other dialects. Despite using parallel texts, we found
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almost no sharing between MSA and other dialects with the exception of the names of
cities, which were identical in different languages. We found that for MSA and the three
other dialects, the percentage of shared sentences was no more than 1% when city names
were excluded.
Finally, the resources are the fuel in NLP and speech tasks. In Arabic dialects there
is a shortage of available tools, speech and written corpora for Arabic NLP and speech
processing tasks. Most Arabic texts are written in MSA. The lack of spoken and written
resources in Arabic dialects presents a serious obstacle for Arabic researchers in the area
of NLP and speech processing.
2.8 Conclusions
This chapter has looked at the main features of MSA and dialects, and introduced the
following points:
1. An introduction about Arabic language and general features; its dissemination,
number of speakers, a quick look at Arabic font and diacritisation and the usage of
MSA and dialects.
2. We have looked at the Arab world and the dialectic variation. There are about 30
main dialects and many sub-dialects across the Arab world.
3. We have introduced a brief description of Arabic phonological and morphological
features and some differences between MSA and dialects.
4. Arabic language morphology raises two issues. The first relates to the root and
pattern, which produces a multitude of different stem forms. The second is the
affixes, which produce a multitude of full word forms. The synthesis between roots
and patterns and affixes produces an extremely high number of words, which then
leads to high OOV rates for speech recognition tasks.
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5. In dialects morphology we have to deal with similar previous issues in respect to
changes between MSA and dialects. Moreover: (1) new stems in Arabic dialects, (2)
new affixes in Arabic dialects, and the most important thing (3) rules for irregular
dialects.
6. Arabic generally follows regular rules based on letter to sound. However, these rules
still need to be checked in order to ascertain the most efficient. In addition, there
is a need to test the rules for Arabic dialects and determine if they give positive or
negative results.
7. This chapter has outlined some of the challenges in Arabic dialects as they relate
to NLP and speech processing. We have discussed three issues; (1) a lack of stan-
dardisation in Arabic dialects, (2) the large gap between MSA and the dialects
and between the dialects themselves, and (3) the shortage of available resources for
Arabic dialects.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we provide an overview of relevant research. We categorise the related
work chapter by the area of our research. The relevant work has been divided into two
main sections; (1) the morphology analyser tool and the texts and speech resources of
Arabic dialects will be discussed in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, and (2) the building and
improving of Arabic dialects speech recognition methods will be discussed in Sections 3.5,
3.6 and 3.7.
3.2 Automatic multi-dialect analysis of Arabic
There are two main methods that can be used for designing an Arabic morphology anal-
yser: statistical and linguistics based methods (Heintz, 2010). Statistical methods can be
either supervised or unsupervised. For example, Darwish (2002) reports using a super-
vised technique to extract Arabic roots with 92.7% accuracy tested on 9606 words. Lee
et al. (2003) used an unsupervised technique to build an Arabic segmenter; this reportedly
achieved 97% accuracy on a corpus of 28,449 words. Although statistical methods yield
high results for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), two important issues effect the statis-
tical basis for building multi dialect morphology analysers. The first issue is the lack of
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Arabic corpora (Hammo et al., 2002), especially a diacritised pure dialects corpora, which
makes means the use of statistical methods for building a multi dialect analyser may yield
unreliable results. The second issue is the large gap between the dialects (Versteegh, 2001).
The linguistic method makes use of linguistic based information to define the rules
of the language. Beesley (1998) made use of linguistic knowledge to produce the first
morphological analyser for Arabic, following root and pattern using finite-state theory.
Buckwalter (2002) built an Arabic morphological analyser using combinations of stems,
prefixes, suffixes and rules to create all possible forms of an Arabic word. Although both
Beesley (1998) and Buckwalter (2002) have a high coverage for MSA words, none of them
can analyse dialects words. Boudlal et al. (2011) created the Al-Khalil analyser, which
worked in a similar manner to the Buckwalter analyser. However, it also provides an
analysis of the root of the word rather than just the stem. Al-Khalil (ibid.) accepts few
contemporary words. Arabic dialects in many cases follow irregular rules, which makes
the building of a dialects analyser using pure linguistics a very complex task linguistically.
Some researches have been done on dialects, such as that by Riesa and Yarowsky
(2006) who introduced a supervised algorithm for morpheme segmentation in the Iraqi
dialect; their work yielded an improvement of 50% in a machine translation task. Salloum
and Habash (2011) added Egyptian and Levantine affixes to the Buckwalter analyser to
build an Analyser for Dialectal Arabic Morphology (ADAM). ADAM was also designed to
improve machine translation. Afify et al. (2006) conducted work in a similar area, building
a dialect segmenter by adding Iraqi affixes to the Buckwalter analyser to improve Iraqi
dialect speech recognition. Afify et al. (2006); Riesa and Yarowsky (2006); Salloum and
Habash (2011) addressed one dialect’s affixes and did not address multi dialectal affixes,
their works also do not tackle irregular rules and neologistic words.
MAGEAD is an Arabic dialect morphology analyser that has provided an analysis of
a root + pattern representation (Habash and Rambow, 2006). MAGEAD was developed
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and tested on MSA and the Levantine dialect (ibid.). Therefore, when more dialects
are included it becomes necessary to define additional rules. In addition, MAGEAD is
limited to verbs in the dialect (ibid.). CALIMA is a dialect morphology analyser for the
Egyptian dialect, which is linguistic based (Habash et al., 2012). In CALIMA the authors
made use of the Egyptian Colloquial Arabic Lexicon (ECAL) (Kilany et al., 1997). When
building dialects morphology analysers using a linguistic basis, there is a need to reference
resources which are unavailable in most Arabic dialects. The final issue here is that there
are more than 30 main dialects (Ethnologue, 2013) with a significant difference between
each (Versteegh, 2001), which makes it difficult to build a separate morphology analyser
for each dialect.
3.3 Automatic building of Arabic multi dialect text
corpora by bootstrapping dialect words
Resnik (1999) made use of a web corpus to build two parallel corpora (English-French)
automatically. Ghani et al. (2001) suggested a way of creating corpora for minority
languages by exploiting a web corpus; these researchers were the first to publish work
describing the use of search engine queries to build a corpus from the Internet. Kilgarriff
and Grefenstette (2003) listed many researches who have built text corpora by exploiting
the web.
Many researchers use seed words to retrieve URLs and then build their written cor-
pora, one example is the work of Parameswarappa et al. (2012). In a survey conducted
with a group of Arabic dialects native speakers, we extracted about 1000 distinct words
categorised into the four main dialects. These words can be used as seed words in a
way similar to that suggested by Parameswarappa et al. (2012), for bootstrapping the
web and collecting dialects corpora; to the author’s knowledge no work has been done
building such a corpora for Arabic dialects.
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Arabic written corpora
Most of the current Arabic written corpora are from newswire resources including the
Al-Hayat corpus (Goweder and De Roeck, 2001), the Gigaword corpus (Parker et al.,
2011) and the LDC Arabic Newswire Corpus (Cole et al., 2001). These corpora are
mostly written in MSA syntax rather than in dialects. As pointed out previously, a large
difference between MSA and dialects in most aspects of language makes the use of MSA
tools and corpora not useful for dialect-related tasks.
Table 3.1 shows some existing MSA corpora. It shows the source, the size of the
corpus, and whether the corpus is free or not. LDC and ELRA produce the majority of
different languages corpora, including Arabic written corpora.
Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (CCA) (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell, 2006) is an avail-
able corpus for the current Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP). It consists of
a contemporary text that includes expressions associated with some dialects, especially
the Egyptian dialect. The transcripts of dialects speech corpora such as Appen Pty Ltd
(Gulf) (2006); Appen Pty Ltd (Iraqi) (2006); Gadalla et al. (1997); Maamouri et al. (2007)
have pure dialect texts for different countries, such as the Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian
at both the word and sentence levels. Mostly, the texts are transcribed from telephone
conversations. However, they are not big enough for most NLP tasks. Moreover, none of
them are free.
Size is another important issue for text corpora. If we examine the size of the three
available corpora. The Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (CCA) (contemporary) (Al-
Sulaiti and Atwell, 2006) has less than 1 million tokens; Watan (MSA) (Abbas et al.,
2011) has about 73 million tokens; and Khaleej (MSA) (Abbas and Berkani, 2006) has
about 3 million tokens. By comparing the sizes of these previous corpora with the Arabic
Gigaword corpus (MSA) (Parker et al., 2011) with in excess of 1000 million tokens, a large
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Name of Corpus Source Size Free? Reference
Arabic
Newswire
Corpus
LDC
80
million
tokens
No (Cole et al., 2001)
CLARA
Charles University,
Prague
50
million
tokens
No (Zemanek, 2001)
Al-Hayat
Corpus
ELRA
18.6
million
tokens
No
(Goweder and De
Roeck, 2001)
Arabic
Gigaword
LDC
Around
1077
million
tokens
No (Parker et al., 2011)
Watan
http://sourceforge.net
/projects/arabiccorpus
/files/
73
million
tokens
Yes (Abbas et al., 2011)
Khaleej
http://sourceforge.net
/projects/arabiccorpus
/files/
3
million
tokens
Yes
(Abbas and Berkani,
2006)
A Modern
Standard Arabic
Corpus
Building a modern
standard Arabic
corpus
21
million
tokens
No (Abdelali et al., 2005)
CCA
University of Leeds,
UK
Less
than 1
million
tokens
Yes
(Al-Sulaiti and
Atwell, 2006)
An-Nahar
corpus
ELRA
24
million
tokens
No (An-Nahar, 2000)
Table 3.1: Some existing MSA corpora
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difference is apparent. Corpora of smaller sizes might affect the quality results of NLP
tasks, failing to provide a sufficient size for training.
3.4 Multi dialect speech parallel corpora
Although many parallel text corpora have been built, very few parallel speech corpora
have been produced. One of the reasons for this is that text corpus can be produced
automatically or collected from different sources without big effort, whereas the building
of speech corpus is a time-consuming process where one or more of the following three
elements must be done manually; the recording, the text1 and the segmentation.
Several research studies have been conducted in multilingual tasks in order to improve
speech processing or NLP tasks. For example, Anumanchipalli et al. (2012) produced
about two hours of parallel speech corpora for English and Portuguese and about 25
minutes parallel for English and German. Their work has been done to improve speech-
to-speech translation of English-Portuguese and English-German. Pe´rez et al. (2012)
did similar work, where they produced parallel text and speech corpus for Spanish and
Basque languages. Erjavec (2004) produced a parallel multilingual speech corpus. The
work started from English text which was then translated into other four languages, and
the recording stage took place after that (ibid.).
In addition, some researchers built parallel corpora for one language but had the same
text, such as Kain et al. (2011) which suggested producing two parallel speech corpora
for English. One corpus is for spontaneous recording and the other one is for clear style
recording, so the same text works for both corpora. The purpose of their work is to study
the difference between spontaneous and clear recording acoustically.
To the author’s knowledge, no one has built a parallel dialect speech corpus. This type
of corpus will help researchers to study the dialects and focus on the differences between
1Including diacritisation for Arabic.
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the dialects, especially for those languages that show a marked difference between the
source of origin and the dialects such as Arabic.
Arabic speech corpora
There are many good speech resources for MSA (Elmahdy et al., 2012), however there is a
shortage of speech resources which are available for Arabic dialects (ibid.). This shortage
affects the speech processing tasks and the work on NLP for Arabic dialects.
Three main sources for the Arabic speech corpora are: microphones such as in the
West Point corpus (LaRocca and Chouairi, 2002), telephone calls such as in Gulf Arabic
Conversational Telephone Speech (Appen Pty Ltd (Gulf), 2006) and CALLHOME Egyp-
tian Arabic Speech corpus (Canavan et al., 1997), or radio transmitters and receivers such
as in the NEMLAR Broadcast News Speech Corpus (Maamouri et al., 2006).
LDC and ELRA distribute the majority of different language resources, including Ara-
bic speech corpora, however most of their resources are not available for free to researchers.
Most of the speech corpora from LDC and ELRA for dialects are telephone sources, where
the telephone is the easiest way to gather spontaneous data in local dialects.
Table 3.2 shows some existing MSA speech corpora for different sources. Most of the
TV and radio programs are introduced in MSA, which means the building of an MSA
corpus using the receiver source is not difficult. However, most Arab speakers use their
own dialects when calling by telephone or mobile, which makes the collecting of telephone
conversations of MSA a more difficult job.
There are three speech corpora for the Gulf dialect, and as shown in Table 3.3 none
of these is a microphone source. However, as can be seen in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 there is
one microphone source corpus for Levantine and one for the Egyptian dialect while the
remainder are all sourced from telephone calls. The last observed point in Tables 3.3,
3.4 and 3.5 is that there are no receiver speech corpora for Gulf, Egyptian and Levantine
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Source Name of Corpus
Produced
by
Hours
Number
of
speakers
Microphone
West Point Arabic
Speech
LDC 11.42 110
Microphone
Egyptian Arabic
Speecon database a
ELRA unknown 550
Receiver
TDT4 Multilingual
Broadcast News Speech
Corpus
LDC unknown unknown
Receiver
NEMLAR Broadcast
News Speech Corpus
ELRA 40 unknown
Receiver NetDC Arabic BNSC ELRA 21 unknown
Receiver
Arabic Broadcast News
Speech
LDC
8 record-
ings/each
30 or 60
minutes
unknown
Receiver
GALE Phase 2 Arabic
Broadcast Conversation
Speech Part 1 and 2
LDC 123 unknown
Telephone callingb
NIST projects (multi
lingual)c
LDC variety variety
Telephone calling
Orientel United Arab
Emirates MSA
ELRA unknown 500
aModern Standard Arabic as spoken in Egypt.
bThey are Telephone calling for multilingual and microphone for English.
cMost of the NIST data are in English, but some may be collected in Arabic or in other languages.
Table 3.2: Some existing MSA speech corpora
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dialects.
Source Name of Corpus Produced by Hours
Number
of
speakers
Telephone
calling
Gulf Arabic
Conversational
Telephone Speech
LDC 93 975
Telephone
calling
Orientel United Arab
Emirates MCA (Modern
Colloquial Arabic)
ELRA
Each
speaker
utters
specific
items
880
Telephone
calling
Saudi Accented Arabic
Voice Bank
King Abdulaziz
City for Science
and Technology
96 1033
Table 3.3: Gulf speech corpora
Table 3.6 combines details of microphone sources corpora, and there are four total
microphone source speech corpora for MSA and dialects, two corpora for MSA, one for
Egyptian and one Levantine. There is no Gulf microphone source speech corpora to date.
It is not an easy task to gather a large amount of data for microphone sources where
there is a need to record in special conditions, unlike telephone calling or receivers which
seem easier to collect than microphones. The average source length of the three corpora
of known length is about 25 hours per corpus, as Table 3.6 shows.
3.5 A comparison of Arabic speech recognition for
multi-dialect vs. specific dialects
Although much work has been undertaken in regards to multi-dialect and multilingual
tasks in many other languages, such as English (Chengalvarayan, 2001), Chinese (Liu
and Fung, 2006), Spanish (Caballero et al., 2009) and German (Beringer et al., 1998), few
work has been done on Arabic multi-dialect.
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Source Name of Corpus
Produced
by
Hours
Number
of
speakers
Microphone
BBN/AUB DARPA Babylon
Levantine Arabic Speech
LDC 45 164
Telephone
calling
Levantine Arabic
Conversational Telephone
Speech
LDC about 90 982
Telephone
calling
Arabic CTS Levantine Fisher
Training Data Set 3
LDC 50 unknown
Telephone
calling
Levantine Arabic QT Training
Data Set 4
LDC 133.6 1802
Telephone
calling
Levantine Arabic QT Training
Data Set 5
LDC 250 3318
Telephone
calling
Fisher Levantine Arabic
Conversational Telephone
Speech
LDC 45 unknown
Telephone
calling
OrienTel Jordan MCA
(Modern Colloquial Arabic)
database
ELRA 758 757
Table 3.4: Levantine speech corpora
Some research studies have been done to improve cross-dialectal recognition for the
Arabic language, such as Kirchhoff and Vergyri (2005) and Biadsy et al. (2012). In
Kirchhoff and Vergyri (2005), the authors reduced the Word Error Rate (WER) from
42.7% to 41.4% for MSA and Egyptian. Kirchhoff and Vergyri (2005) and Elmahdy et al.
(2012) made use of MSA data to enrich other Arabic dialects. In Biadsy et al. (2012)
the authors collected data for five different dialects then built cross dialects systems,
finding the best WER to be 20.4% for Jordanian and Lebanese dialects; both of which
are Levantine dialects.
The shortage of speech resources for Arabic dialects and the multitude of the full
word forms of the MSA and dialects have affected the accuracy of the research studies
on the Arabic dialects for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) tasks. Our multi-dialect
Arabic parallel speech corpus can be considered to be the first freely available multi-
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Source Name of Corpus
Produced
by
Hours
Number
of
speakers
Microphone A-SpeechDB ELRA 20 205
Telephone
calling
CALLHOME
Egyptian Arabic
Speech + supplement
LDC
120 conversations
& 20 for
supplement. Each
call up to 30
minutes
unknown
Telephone
calling
1997 HUB5 Arabic
Evaluation
LDC 20 conversations unknown
Telephone
calling
CALLFRIEND
Egyptian Arabic
LDC
60 conversations,
Each call between
5-30 minutes
unknown
Telephone
calling
OrienTel Egypt MCA
(Modern Colloquial
Arabic) database
ELRA unknown 750
Table 3.5: Egyptian speech corpora
Dialect Name of Corpus Hours
MSA West Point Arabic Speech 11.42
MSA Egyptian Arabic Speecon database unknown
Egyptian A-SpeechDB 20
Levantine BBN/AUB DARPA Babylon Levantine Arabic Speech 45
Table 3.6: Microphone source speech corpora for MSA, Gulf, Egyptian and Levantine
dialect parallel speech corpus for the MSA and dialects. Such a corpus can be used
to build multi-dialect speech recognition applications, and compare between dialects in
phonetics, grammar and general context.
Some research studies to date have improved Arabic dialect classification, such as
Biadsy (2011); Alorifi (2008); Torres-Carrasquillo et al. (2004). However, concern about
the dialect classifier exists because for languages such as Arabic that have a large gap
between dialects, the dialect classifier may give very low results when misidentifying
dialects. Moreover, in dialect or language classifier research time is an important factor as,
according to Arslan and Hansen (1996), classification accuracy becomes higher when test
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utterance length increases, and this might affect real-time dialogue systems for different
dialects.
3.6 An incremental methodology for improving pro-
nunciation dictionaries for Arabic
Most research studies which have been conducted on Arabic Pronunciation Dictionaries
(PDs) built new limited PD to cover the vocabulary in the text then used the Buckwalter
morphology analyser (Buckwalter, 2002) to extract the different forms of each word in
this PD. Maamouri et al. (2003), Maamouri et al. (2006), Soltau et al. (2007), Afify et al.
(2006) mapped an one-to-one to develop PDs for their works, without employing the
phonology rules, except very few unnamed rules (Biadsy et al., 2009).
Vergyri et al. (2008) used MADA (Habash et al., 2009) for selecting the best choice
of each diacritised word i.e. the correct morphology. After that, they used an one-to-one
mapping with a few pronunciation unspecified rules. The most cutting edge research
for improving PD has been carried out by (Biadsy et al., 2009), where they added some
specific phonological and morphological rules after using MADA for the best choice of
word. They got a significant improvement of 4.1% in accuracy in ASR, however there are
two important issues concerning Biadsy et al. (2009)’s work: (1) it is not known how much
each rule has improved the total accuracy; and (2) it might be that some phonological
rules, as proven in Chapter 8, have negative results, even if they are real phonological
rules. In that case we need to check how much each rule positively or negatively affects
the total accuracy.
Both Vergyri et al. (2008) and Biadsy et al. (2009) used their work to improve the
MSA PD, yet there is still a need to apply phonology and morphology rules to check their
effect on dialects and test the extent to which the gap between MSA and dialects might
be affecting the PDs.
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3.7 Morpheme-based language models for improving
the speech recognition of Arabic dialects
In morphologically rich languages such as Arabic the large size of the lexicon is a concern
of NLP and speech processing tasks. Any new word which has not been recognised will
be counted as Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) word. This makes OOV in the Arabic language
very high compared to English and some European languages that are less rich in their
morphology. One of the most successful ways to solve the issue of OOV is to break
the word into sub-word units, which will mean that the unique words are fewer (Heintz,
2010), and they can also have a list of affixes and then it will yield better results in ASR
systems. For example, in Billa et al. (1997); Kirchhoff et al. (2006); El-Desoky et al.
(2009), improvements in WER were made by using sub-word in Language Models (LMs).
There will be a large difference when comparing between the full word forms versus the
stem-based form for Arabic. Xiang et al. (2006) show that by using segmentation they
could obtain results for a 64K lexicon that are similar to a lexicon which has a 300K
vocabulary.
Billa et al. (1997) removed the definite article /il/ ‘the’ for the Egyptian dialect, which
then reduced the vocabulary size by 7% and gave an improvement of 1% for speech recog-
nition tasks. They used the CALLHOME Egyptian speech corpus (Canavan et al., 1997).
In more in-depth work with the same speech corpus, Kirchhoff et al. (2006) extracted 22
different affixes for the Egyptian dialect, which then gave an improvement of 0.1%. Afify
et al. (2006) defined prefixes and suffixes for Iraqi dialects and used them to perform a
segmenter over the training corpus, and with this they obtained a WER improvement in
their work of approximately 13%.
Not all research studies that have been carried out on Arabic dialects yielded an
improvement. For example, Creutz et al. (2007) carried out their research on multilingual
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and Egyptian Arabic using Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2005) and found that there
were improvements in all languages there except the Egyptian dialect. According to the
authors, the reason for this is that the rate of vocabulary growth for Egyptian is not as big
as MSA, however this result different from the previous results that yielded improvements
for Egyptian and Iraqi dialects (Billa et al., 1997; Kirchhoff et al., 2006; Afify et al., 2006).
The research studies that have been done by extracting affixes achieved good im-
provements in their WER such as Afify et al. (2006); Sarikaya et al. (2007) on the Iraqi
dialect which got an improvement of 13% and 7.45% respectively, and Xiang et al. (2006);
Nguyen et al. (2009) obtained a WER improvement on MSA of 9.84% and 3.72% respec-
tively. However, no research has examined which case from the following produced better
improvement; (1) stem alone, (2) prefix+stem, or (3) stem+suffix.
Another issue that needs to investigate is that all of the research studies that have been
done on Arabic dialects morphology that have been discussed previously in this section
dealt with one dialect rather than multi dialect, and therefore the question that arises
here is whether there are any issues if we try to apply the same data for multi dialect
tasks. This would be beneficial and would allow us to compare the results and figure out
the differences in dialect features.
3.8 Conclusions
This chapter has reviewed the relevant work, and introduced the following points:
The first area is dialects resources, i.e. tools and corpora. Therefore, we have discussed
the methodologies of the research studies conducted on dialects morphology analyser tools
and speech and text corpora for Arabic dialects.
The second area is improving Arabic dialects ASR by reducing the WER. We have
covered three different aspects: (1) the comparison between multi dialect tasks vs. sepa-
rated dialects tasks for Arabic dialects, (2) the improving of PDs for Arabic dialects, and
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finally, (3) the work on sub-words to improve LMs for Arabic dialects ASR tasks.
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Chapter 4
Automatic Multi-Dialect Analysis
of Arabic
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we address the problem of the analysis of multi-dialect Arabic morphology
based on the synthesis of two main methods. The first method is linguistic. A combination
of dialect affixes have been added to the MSA morphology analyser to address those words
that have changed as a result of their affixes.
A segmenter combined with a web engine search has been used for the second method.
The word is segmented into four main forms: full word, virtual (prefix + stem), virtual
(stem + suffix) and virtual stem to enable the system to check the frequency for each
form. The web search consists of using the web as a corpus to extract the frequency of
all word segments. This method can be used to distinguish between the full form of the
word and the stem, and then the stem, prefix and suffix extracted.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 gives the motivations of the building
multi dialect morphology analyser; Section 4.3 presents the methodology that has been
utilised; Section 4.4 lists the process of implementation; Section 4.5 provides an evaluation
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of the work; Finally conclusions are presented in Section 4.6.
4.2 The motivations for multi-dialect morphology anal-
ysis
The large discrepancies between Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and the dialects make
it very difficult to directly use a MSA specific morphology analyser in NLP tasks for
analysing dialect words. The result we obtained for the dialect corpus evaluated against
MSA morphology analyser suggested just 32% accuracy. Dialect words have been amended
in their roots, stems, prefixes and suffixes. There are also new loanwords that will not
have been recognised by MSA morphology analyser.
The low accuracy which has been most affected by the differences between MSA and
the dialects studied, motivates the possibility of building a more accurate dialect mor-
phology analyser. Building a more precise multi-dialect morphology analyser requires the
identification of both linguistic and statistical methods to determine which are applicable
and most useful for succeeding in the work.
The majority of Arabic dialects occur in spoken rather than written forms. However,
there is a need for written dialectal forms that can be applied to address spoken dialects
in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) applications and Text To Speech (TTS) appli-
cations that are useful for handling dialects. The language model should be based on the
same dialect which we would use in speech. Kirchhoff et al. (2003) tried to use MSA text
in speech recognition for Egyptian dialect. However, their experiment did not yield any
improvement. Thus, the need for written forms to describe Arabic dialects is crucial for
NLP dialect tasks, especially those tasks that deal with speech.
Once we have obtained these written forms of dialects, the multi-dialect morphology
analyser would then be used for the important task of extracting the stem or the root of
the word so as to highlight the affixes and to show the features of the selected word/s.
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4.3 Methodology
The methodology used in the multi-dialect morphology analyser is divided into three
parts. The first part is related to adding dialect affixation to the MSA morphology
analyser. According to Haak (1996), the stem patterns of Arabic dialects are identical
to those of MSA in most cases. Therefore the first action is to ascertain how the MSA
morphology analyser has been improved following the addition of the dialectical affixes.
The second part is to implement a special segmenter for segmenting words that have
not been recognised in the adapted MSA morphology analyser. Four patterns for each
word are be extracted from this segmenter: the full word, stem, virtual (prefix + stem)
and virtual (stem + suffix).
The third part is to use a search engine to get the frequency of each pattern. The
Arabic content on the Internet has in recent years increased dramatically (Tawileh and
Alghamedi, 2011), and now exceeds 2 billion pages (Alarifi et al., 2012). Thus the content
is deemed comprehensive enough to yield reliable results. This component will depend on
the frequency of segmented words observed from the previous part, as retrieved from the
search engine.
The hypothesis for the using search engine to obtain word fragments frequency is that
most Arab dialects use similar stems in both loanwords and MSA altered words; however,
the difference is mainly based on affixes or diacritisation. Even for those dialects that use
the same affixes they use stems more often than full words. So, from this hypothesis, we
can say the frequency of the stems allows a higher frequency of retrieval based on them,
than when using full word forms. An example of this hypothesis is this stem I. ª Ê K

/yalQab/ ‘he plays’, should be greater frequency than the words @ñJ. ªÊJ
k /HayalQabwA/
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‘they will play’ (Egyptian), @ñJ. ªÊJ
ë /hayilQabwA/ ‘they will play’ (Libya) or ñJ. ªÊK
 AÓ
/ma yalQabwS/ ‘they do not play’ (Levantine) in different dialects (the frequencies given
respectively are: 3,880,000; 4,100; 5,500; and 2,300). So to evaluate the hypothesis, all
four forms have been tested to compare which provides the greatest frequency.
Some of the dialect verbs and other loanwords have an actual prefix but do not have
a suffix. Thus they just have similar letters to one of the suffixes. For example the word
	àñ 	¯ðQºJ
ÖÏ @ /Almykrwfwn/ ‘the microphone’ has a prefix but does not have a suffix. It has
	àñ /wn/ which is similar to the pronoun ‘they’ in the second part of the word; but these
letters are actually from the original word and not an actual suffix.
For the previous example, four shapes were produced from the second step: the full
word: 	àñ 	¯ðQ º J
 ÖÏ @ /Almykrwfwn/ ‘the microphone’; virtual stem:
	¬ðQ º J
 Ó /mykrwf/
‘wrong word’; virtual (prefix + stem):
	¬ðQ º J
 ÖÏ @ /Almykrwf/ ‘wrong word’ and virtual
(stem + suffix): 	àñ 	¯ðQ º J
 Ó /mykrwfwn/ ‘microphone’ with the following frequencies
respectively that have been retrieved from the third step: 223,000; 1,400; 3,800 and
367,000. For this example the form virtual (stem + suffix) is the correct analysis and it
is reported as having the greatest frequency as shown.
Sometimes the correct analysis will be the virtual (prefix + stem); and sometimes the
full word would be the correct analysis of the word such as the word èPð 	QK. /buzurah/
‘children’ (Hejazi).
Four conditions in the sequence have been set for verification as outlined below:
1. The word is not in the MSA words list.
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2. The change/s in stem and not just in the affixes.
3. The search in a set of only Arabic language.
4. The greatest word frequency from four forms is chosen, and its frequency has to be
greater than or equal to 10000 as a threshold.
For the first condition the word is not in the MSA words list, if it were it would be an
MSA word. MSA words should be analysed before entering any of the subsequent steps.
The second condition is the change/s in stem and not just in the affixes, those which
are a dialectical words with a change to either prefix or suffix, so e.g. words @ñ J. ª Ê J
 k
/Hayalabw/ ‘they will play’ (Levantine), @ñÓA 	JJ
k /HaynAmw/ ‘they will sleep’ (Egyptian)
and @ñËñ®J
K. /byqwlw/ ‘they will say’ (Gulf). All of these words are analysed based on the
first part where all of these dialect words have been changed just in their affixes.
The third condition limits the search to Arabic language, to avoid any results from
other languages that use all or some of the Arabic script; e.g. Sindhi, Pashto, Persian,
Malayalam, Urdu and Ottoman also utilise Arabic script (Nakanishi, 1980).
The greatest word frequency from four forms is chosen in the fourth condition, and its
frequency has to be greater than or equal to the threshold of 10000. Therefore, choosing
the greatest word frequency is based on the main hypothesis that the use of the stem by
Arab speakers is greater than the use of a word that has a prefix or suffix. The frequency
has to be more than ten thousand times; Kilgarriff and Grefenstette (2003) states that
lower frequencies from the web might be unreliable. So based on ten thousand results we
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can be certain this is right word, not based on typing mistakes, and this might be dialect
word, loanword, or even MSA word is used in somewhere in the Arab countries.
Algorithm 1 represents the method steps for both the linguistic and statistical stages
in processing.
4.4 Implementation
Algorithm 1 works on three layers. The first layer is to implement the analyser for dialect
affixes that have been inherited from the MSA words. The next layer is to implement
a segmenter for the words that have not been recognised. This segmenter produces four
forms; the full word, virtual stem, virtual (prefix + stem) and virtual (stem + suffix).
The last layer is to implement a tool to distinguish segmented words by using external
knowledge.
Both the linguistic and statistical bases are needed for this algorithm; whereby the
linguistic base is needed to analyse dialectic words that have been adapted from the
morphology analyser by using the MSA roots database and some affixes shared between
MSA and dialects; the statistical base plays an important role in extracting the other
stems from the web corpus depending on segmented words frequency.
A list of affixes for different Arabic dialects has been collected. Some of these affixes
consist of more than one prefix and/or suffix i.e. a combination of prefixes and/or suffixes.
Here are some examples of prefixes ëð /waha/ ‘and will’ (Levantine and North Africa),
k /Ha/ ‘will’ (Egyptian), K. ð /wib/ ‘and will’ (Gulf), kð /waHa/ ‘and will’ (Egyptian).
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Data: words list
Result: analysed word [(prefix) (stem) (suffix)], OR: Does not need to analyse,
Otherwise: unknown word
initialization;
Constant frequency AS INTEGER-TYPE = 10000;
length AS INTEGER-TYPE = 3;
while not at end of the list do
read next word;
if there is a solution IN adopted dialect morphology analyser then
OUTPUT stem + (dialect) prefix + (dialect) suffix;
else if stem.length ≥ length then
Segment the word into four forms;
switch the frequencies for each form of the word in web do
case virtual stem.frequency is the greatest AND ≥ frequency
OUTPUT stem + prefix + suffix;
case virtual (prefix+word.frequency) is the greatest AND ≥ frequency
OUTPUT (prefix + stem) + suffix;
case virtual (word + suffix.frequency) is the greatest AND ≥ frequency
OUTPUT (stem + suffix) + prefix;
case word.frequency is the greatest AND ≥ frequency
OUTPUT Arabic word + (analysis not required);
otherwise
OUTPUT is not an Arabic word;
end
endsw
else
search word frequency in web;
if word.frequency ≥ frequency then
OUTPUT Arabic word + (does not need to analyse);
else
OUTPUT is not an Arabic word;
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: Multi-dialect morphology analyser
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Also other examples of suffixes are ñ  /wS/ ‘they’ (Levantine and North Africa), @ñ 
/wA/ ‘they’ (Levantine). There are also some MSA prefixes and suffixes that have been
added to test if the analyser can extract MSA words that have not been recognised by
the MSA morphology analyser or not.
To implement the first layer, the open source MSA morphology analyser Al-Khalil
(Boudlal et al., 2011) is used and applied. This provides a good initial in-depth analysis.
Therefore the dialectical affixes have been added to the analyser which has provided
an encouraging result. The new affixes that have been added include the definition to
introduce a full analysis of the required word. This definition shows the type of prefix
and suffix; e.g. the prefix k /Ha/ points to the near future in Egyptian dialect. After
adopting the database of Al-Khalil morphology analyser (ibid.), we acquired a result that
was produced from the first layer; Table 4.1 shows an example of the output after the
first layer.
ÉJ
ÊjJË @ l .
'AJ 	K
Analysis Results
Input Voweled Word Prefix Stem Type Pattern Root Suffix
	m'. @ 
	m'. @ # 
	m'. @ QÓ

@ Éª 	¯

É ª	¯ @ 	m'. #
ø
 A
	. @ no result
©K. QK @ no result
½K
Qg@ no result
Êj. J
ë Ê
j. J
ë
ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ Z Aë : è
: ø
 + I. K
Q
®Ë@é«PA 	ÖÏ @ 	¬Qk
Êm.'

Éª 	¯
¨PA 	Ó
ú

	æJ.Ó
ÐñÊªÒÊË
Éª
	®K
 Êg. #
Table 4.1: Example of the output after the first layer
The second layer involves building a segmenter that produces all of the possible forms
of the word. These forms as stated as previous, including; full word, virtual stem, virtual
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(prefix + stem) and virtual (stem + suffix). Table 4.2 shows an example of six produced
words by this segmenter.
Full word virtual stem
virtual
(prefix+stem)
virtual
(stem+suffix)
virtual
prefix
virtual
suffix
@ñJ.ªÊJ
k I. ªÊK
 I. ªÊJ
k @ñJ.ªÊK
 h @ð
@ñª	JJÒJ
k ©	JJÖß
 © 	JJÒJ
k @ñª	JJÖß
 h @ð
	àñK
 	Q 	®ÊK ø
 	Q
	®ÊK ø
 	Q
	®ÊK 	àñK
 	Q 	®ÊK # 	àð
i. ÊmÌ'@ i. Êg i. ÊmÌ'@ i. Êg È@ #
	àA®KQK. KP KQK. 	àA®KP H. 	à@
	àñK. AË@ H. A H. AË@ 	àñK. A È@ 	àð
Table 4.2: Example of segmented words
After the completion of segmenter, the last layer involves taking the remaining words
to measure their frequency. The Bing search API (Microsoft, 2011) has been used to
retrieve the number of results for each segmented form of the word. An example of the
process associated with the final procedure has also been given; the Figure 4.1 shows how
the words be analysed by using the algorithm.
After the final step of implementation, the third layer, the result based on the rest of
the words is shown. Table 4.3 shows an example of the output after the last layer.
4.4.1 The building of Arabic multi dialect morphology analyser
webpage
We have built a webpage for the Arabic multi-dialect morphology analyser 1 to provide a
service for the researchers. This webpage can be used by any researcher to analyse Arabic
dialects or MSA words. It follows the algorithm suggested in this chapter. The source
code for this webpage is also available to researchers2.
1www.arabicmorphologyanalyser.com.
2C# and ASP.Net have been used to build this webpage.
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Adopted MSA morphology analyser
Segmenter
Web search
prefixes Suffixes
          
wHayadruswA
 and they will study 
The result:
Prefix:    wHa
Suffix:     wA
Stem:      yadrus
If th
ere is n
o
 resu
lt,
 th
e
 w
o
rd
 w
o
u
ld
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e
 seg
m
en
ted
T
h
en
 an
aly
sed
 b
y
 m
ak
in
g
 
u
se o
f w
eb
 co
rp
u
s
Input
Output
Roots + Patterns
 =
Stems
Figure 4.1: How words be analysed by using the algorithm
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ÉJ
ÊjJË @ l .
'AJ 	K
Analysis Results
Input
Input-
frequency
Prefix Suffix Stem
Stem-
frequency
@ñk. AJjJ
k 1350 I. K
Q
®Ë@ ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ Z Ag : h é«AÒm.Ì'@ ð@ð : @ð h. AJm'
 11400000
èñ«Y  301000 MSA/dialect word does not need to analyse
@ñÓA 	JJ
ë 8190 I. K
Q
®Ë@ ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ Z Aë : è é«AÒm.Ì'@ ð@ð : @ð ÐA 	JK
 4260000
lk. P

AJ
K. 2840 I. K
Q
®Ë@ ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ Z AK. : H. # lk. P

AJK
 210000
©»Q
K. 13000 I. K
Q
®Ë@ ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ Z AK. : H. # ©»QK
 577000
ø
 A
	.

@ 38500 MSA/dialect word does not need to analyse
ø
 A
K

@ 114000 MSA/dialect word does not need to analyse
é 	® 	KX 4230 no result
@ðQ 	¯ A
k 10900 I. K
Q
®Ë@ ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ Z Ag : h é«AÒm.Ì'@ ð@ð : @ð Q 	¯ A
 1960000
éÊë 	P@ð 4870 no result
Table 4.3: Example of analysed words after the last layer
4.5 Evaluation
For the evaluation, 2229 dialectical words (names, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) were
collected from six different Arab dialects: Egyptian, Levantine, Gulf, Sudani, North Africa
and Iraqi. The advantage of the variety is to guarantee that this work covers most of the
Arabic main dialects, and so gives reliable results.
The first test was to check these words on the MSA morphology analyser. As can be
seen from Table 4.4, 68% of the total words were unknown; i.e. the MSA morphology
analyser could analyse just 32% of the dialectical words.
An improvement occurred after the next step, which was the adaption of the MSA
morphology analyser adding different dialectic affixation. The percentage of unknown
words in the MSA analyser after modification was reduced from 68% to 31% of the total
list of words, as shown in Table 4.5. This showed that there are a significant number of
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The number of words 2229
Unknown words 1508
Unknown words (%) 68%
Recognized words 721
The total accuracy 32%
Table 4.4: Results before starting the experiments
dialectical words that have been changed purely by their affixation, without any change
to their stems.
The number of words 1508
Recognized words 824
Recognized words (%) 55%
Unknown words 684
Unknown words (%) 45%
The total accuracy 69%
Table 4.5: Results after MSA analyser has adopted
The next step was to take the remainder of the words to search on the web after
segmentation and applying the remaining conditions for the search. The recall, as is
shown in Table 4.6, is 90% and the result of the search precision is 80%. The combined F-
measure is 85% of the remaining words checked by the search engine. The error percentage
based on total words was reduced from 31% in the previous step to 6%, which results in
an accuracy for this analyser is 94%.
Table 4.6 shows that 20% of the words checked by web-as-corpus were wrongly anal-
ysed. 11% of these words did not meet the condition of a threshold frequency greater than
10,000 instances. For those words that appeared at a frequency less than the required,
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The number of words 684
Recall (frequency >=10000) 90%
Precision (%) 80%
F-measure 85%
The total accuracy 94%
Table 4.6: The final results
the advantage of this analyser was that it updates; therefore, as soon as word becomes a
usable it will be recognised.
To make sure the update benefit is effective we retested the experiment on the same
list two months later and found that unknown words have reduced from 76 to 64 words.
The remaining 9% were incorrectly analysed. Those wrong analysed words either the
use of the full word is more popular than the stem, and so got higher frequency such as
i. ÊmÌ'@ /AlHalj/ ‘the throat’ (Kuwaiti), or they were given other meaning after segmentation
and then converted to other words such as ú
æ. J
K. /byby/ ‘baby’ has converted to ú
æ. K
 /yaby/
‘he wants’ (Gulf). To resolve these errors there is a need to add more linguistic rules. For
example a rule has been added to deal with future tense verbs: k /Ha/ ‘will’ and ë
/ha/ ‘will’ to be like a dealing with a  /sa/ ‘will’; i.e. they accept just four letters to
follow them @ /A/, 	à /na/, ø
 /ya/ and
H /ta/.
The method of using web search also works with some MSA words that were not
analysed correctly in stage 1. For example, Z @Q. 	mÌ'@ /AlxubarA’/ ‘the experts’ 	àðQ 	k

@
/Axrwn/ ‘others’ and 	àñËð ñÓ /maswˆwlwn/ ‘the accountants’. So even those morphology
analysers that have large databases can be improved using this method.
The web search can also distinguish between those MSA or dialect Arabic words when
they do not need to analyse and other words. There are three words in Table 4.3; ø
 A
	.

@
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/AbadQAy/ ‘strong man’ (Levantine), ø
 A
K

@ /AtAy/ ‘tea’ (North Africa) and èñ «Y 
/SdaQwah/ ‘why’ (Gulf). These three words do not have neither prefix nor suffix. However,
the analyser could extract and distinguish them.
One aspect of the use of web as corpus is that for Arabic the search engines did not
support diacritics in the proper way; e.g. when using Bing search API (Microsoft, 2011)
as a search engine it gives similar results for diacritised and non-diacritised words. These
results are not accurate since most of the Arabic texts are non-diacritised. So were search
engines to support diacritics in the future this would be of considerable benefit for such
research.
The last advantage of this analyser is that in most cases it can be used to differentiate
between those words that have an actual suffix, such as in the previous examples; 	àðQ 	k

@
/Axrwn/ ‘others’ and 	àñËð ñÓ /maswˆwlwn/ ‘the accountants’ and those that have just
similar letters of suffix. For example, 	á
 KC J
 k. /jylAtyn/ ‘gelatine’ (loanword) when
analysed by this analyser the segmenter will produce four forms; full word: 	á
 KC J
 k.
/jylAtyn/ ‘gelatine’ (loanword), virtual (prefix + stem): HCJ
k. /jylAt/ ‘wrong word’,
virtual (stem + suffix): 	á
 KCJ
k. /jylAtyn/ ‘gelatine’ (loanword), virtual stem: HCJ
k.
/jylAt/ ‘wrong word’, with virtual suffix: 	áK
 /yn/, whereas here it will choose the right
form, which is the full form. There are a significant number of words in the same situation
such as 	àñ K
 	Q 	® Ê K /tilivizywn/ ‘TV’ (loanword) and 	àñ KQ º Ë@ /Alkartwn/ ‘the cartoon’
(loanword). This shows one of the benefits in that it can distinguish neologistic dialectical
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words.
4.6 Conclusions
This chapter describes a multi-dialect morphology analyser, which uses both a linguistic
basis and a statistical basis to analyse words from Arabic dialects; it introduced the
following points:
1. The suggested Arabic dialects morphology analyser has three parts; the linguistic
base, the segmenter and the web search feature.
2. The linguistic base was prepared making use of the MSA morphology analyser and
adapting it to accept affixes used in dialects. The overall accuracy rate improved
from 32% to 69% after adoption.
3. The segmenter was created to give the four possible forms of each word. Full word
form, virtual (prefix + stem), virtual (stem + suffix) and virtual stem.
4. Using the web as a corpus made it possible to search the frequencies retrieved for
each segment of the word to distinguish between the full form of the word and the
stem with affixes. This generated a result with 94% accuracy for 2229 different
dialect words.
5. Some advantages to using the web as a corpus are; firstly, it allows identification and
inclusion of MSA words that have not been recognised by the original MSA morphol-
ogy analyser. Secondly, it facilitates distinction between the actual prefix and/or
suffix and those letters that are similar to them but not actual prefixes/suffixes;
and finally the method is up to date, allowing detection of any new popular dialect
word.
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6. One of the shortcomings of using the web as a corpus is that it does not yet support
diacritics.
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Chapter 5
Automatic Building of Arabic
Multi Dialect Text Corpora by
Bootstrapping Dialect Words
5.1 Introduction
As described before, in Arabic there is a shortage of available corpora for Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) tasks. This shortage becomes a huge when discussing dialect
resources, especially dialects in written corpora, where most of the Arabic texts are writ-
ten in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). This point raises a big obstacle for Arabic
researchers in the area of NLP.
The problem of shortage of resources in Arabic has several aspects. All researchers
in Arabic NLP have to construct some or most of their own resources (Goweder and De
Roeck, 2001). Each researcher spends a long time compiling sufficient resources. The
standardisation issue in NLP tasks is another aspect to consider when discussing shortage
of data.
For the purposes of this work we have presented the methodology for building auto-
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matic Arabic dialects corpora by exploiting the web as a corpus. A key contribution of
this work is dialect identification by creating words lists for each of the four main dialects.
This involved conducting a survey with a group of Arabic speakers from different coun-
tries to assist in categorising the words. Once the lists were ready we bootstrapped the
word by using a web search engine to download pages that were likely to have the same
dialect as the word that we are searching for.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 highlights the need for dialects writ-
ten text corpora; Section 5.3 presents the methodology that has been used, including a
description of the survey that was conducted; Section 5.4 describes the process of imple-
mentation; Section 5.5 presents an evaluation of the work; Conclusions are presented in
Section 5.6.
5.2 The motivations for building a multi dialect writ-
ten text corpora
The majority of the Arabic dialects occur as spoken rather than written forms. There is
a need for dialectal written forms to deal with spoken dialects in many NLP applications
and speech processing tasks such as in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Text
To Speech (TTS) applications sensitive to the dialects. The language model should have
same dialect which we would use in speech. Kirchhoff et al. (2003) have tried to use MSA
text in speech recognition for the Egyptian dialect. However, their experiment did not
yield any improvements.
The differences in words, syntax and phonetics between MSA and dialects and dialects
themselves, as discussed in Chapter 2, make it very important to use dialect based corpora
instead of using MSA speech or text based corpora.
One of the important issues is that to date no available multi-dialect text corpora
for public use exist. Therefore, if one were to be developed for public use it would offer
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considerable opportunity for researchers to work on Arabic NLP tasks. So, if (1) large-
sized, (2) open-domain and (3) available multi-dialect corpora were built to address the
shortage in Arabic resources, this would be very efficient, as it would permit researchers
to compile more and more information in the area of Arabic NLP.
The Arabic content on the Internet has in recent years increased dramatically and
now exceeds 2 billion pages (Alarifi et al., 2012). This content is comprehensive enough
to exploit in order to build dialects corpora.
The huge number and variety of Arabic texts on the web mean a good selection
of different text corpora is available. Although most of the Arabic texts on the web are
written in MSA, there are still enough dialects on the web available in the blogs, comments,
forums, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. if we can make use of these resources we can
compile useful Arabic dialects text corpora.
5.3 Methodology
In this work, we gathered unique words from dialects and used them as seed words to
retrieve URLs. We downloaded the required pages to build dialects corpora.
The methodology involves five main steps in the process of building multi dialect
corpora: Collect multi dialect words and phrases, conduct a survey, estimate the counts,
downloading and perform a cleaning and a normalisation.
Step 1: Collect multi dialect words and phrases
The first step is to collect dialect words and phrases that have been used in different Arab
countries. All the words in each list should be placed in one of the four main dialects;
Gulf, Egyptian, North African and Levantine.
The step of collecting words was done by exploring the web to extract dialects words.
Some of these words were derived to get greater numbers of dialect words for example the
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word ½K
Qg@ /Aètrek/ ‘I am waiting for you’ can be derived to éK
Qg@ /Aètreh/ ‘I am
waiting for him’ (Gulf) and to other forms. At the end of this step about 1500 dialect
words had been collected from the web. These words were categorised into four main
dialects.
Step 2: Survey dialect speakers
We ensured that the words in each dialect list were actually used in this dialect. However,
we cannot be certain that these words do not appear in other dialects. Therefore, there
was a need to conduct a survey with a group of Arab speakers from different countries to
guarantee that they do not use any words from lists other than their own. The importance
of the survey step was to distinguish between the words that are used in each main dialect.
To perform dialect identification, six people, 3 males and 3 females, were recruited
participate in the survey. The job of each participant was to make sure that the entire
words list, except for his/her word list were not used in his/her main dialect i.e. Gulf,
Egyptian, North African and Levantine. Some of the words/phrases in the list are used
in other dialects with minor changes, this is acceptable because we will search for an
exact word/phrase. Most of the resulting lists contain separated words; some of them
include Arabic expressions (such as dialects proverbs). Table 5.1 shows some examples of
categorised words and phrases for the four main dialects.
By the end of the survey, the four lists of single-dialect words are ready for bootstrap-
ping in the web corpus. Table 5.2 shows the number of words for each dialect and the
total of words after the survey; which is about 1000 words and phrases.
As can be seen from Table 5.2 Egyptian was identified as having the lowest number
of tokens. The reason for that is the location of Egypt in the centre of the Arab world.
It shares words with many other Arab countries, unlike the Gulf which is located on the
east of Arab world, and Levantine and North African which are respectively in the North
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Gulf Egyptian North African Levantine
QåAK.
/baţir/
ÕÎK @
/Atlam/
ø
 A
K @
/Atay/
ú

	GQK. ñK
/tobirny/
ÉJK. @
/ibtil/
ÈñjÓ
/masèwl/
QK
Q 	ªJ. Ë @
/elbaγrer/
½K
QåñK. @
/Aboshrek/
	m'. @
/AbxasQ/
éËA 	ªJ @
/eSteγalih/

K. ñ£
/tQwbes/

K. @
/AbeS/
©K. QK @
/AtrabbaQ/
I. KA¾ AJ. Ë @
/elbaSkatib/
éYË@
/eldassah/
YJ.k. @
/ejbid/
¡ÓQÖ ß@
/AtmarmatQ/
¨AJJ. Ë @
/elbetaQ/

 	¯QË @
/elrafes/
úÎ« Õæ¯ð QåJ 	k@èQå«
/extasQir wqssim
Qla QSrah/
èQK @
/ATroh/
	àñm.Ì'@
/Aljwn/
ÒË@
/AlshamaS/
	àX@ð 	á
£ 	áÓ 	àX@	á
j. « 	áÓ
/odn min tQen
wodn min Qjen/
½K
Qg@
/Aètrek/
I 	¯ AK
  	¯ YË@
/AldafS yafit/
	¬A Ë@
/ AlSaf/
h. QºK. AK
 i. ª£@
/etQQj yabkrj/
	áK. 	P@
/ezbin/
	QK
AK.
/bayiz/
	á
 	J Ë@
/AlSnen/
ú
j. J
K. ú
ÎK
 H. AJ. Ë @ðY l'
QË @ ñ 	JÓ
l'
Q@ð
/elbab ylly byje
mnw elreè sddw
westireè/

ñ .
/biSweS/
éººË@
/Alksksah/
A¢ÒË@
/AlsQmtQa/
é 	J» AK
 ½Ë@ ú
¾m
Ì'@èPAg. AK
 ù
 ªÖÞ

/Alèke elk
yaknnah smQy
yajarah/
Table 5.1: Examples of categorised words and phrases
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Dialect Total of words
Gulf 430
North African 200
Levantine 274
Egyptian 139
Total 1043
Table 5.2: Total number of words
Dialect Word count Number of words per link (Average) We need
Gulf 430 711 words 50 pages
North African 200 528 words 100 pages
Levantine 274 794 words 50 pages
Egyptian 139 979 words 100 pages
Average — 753 words —
Table 5.3: The estimation of how many pages we need per dialect
East and West of the Arab world.
Step 3: Estimating the counts
Before the downloading stage took place we needed to calculate the average for how many
tokens will be produced per link. Table 5.3 shows the results of the estimation. In this
step we intend to make sure that each dialect corpus will be more than 10 million tokens.
To simplify the process we will choose either 50 or 100 pages for each dialect according
to the estimation.
Based on the results in Table 5.3, it is possible to determine how many pages we need
for each dialect to get comparable results. We set the page count to 50 pages for Gulf
and Levantine, and 100 pages for North African and Egyptian; More than 100 links per
dialect might represent the retrieval of duplicate results. This estimation should then give
an average of greater than 10 million tokens for each dialect.
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Step 4: Collecting the links and downloading the pages
After the estimation for the required pages of each dialect, we should move on to the
next step, collecting links according to the seed words. Using Bing API (Microsoft, 2011)
we searched for the seed words for every dialect, word by word. We retrieved the first
50-100 links for each search, then downloaded those pages, which likely have the same
seed word dialect. For all four corpora, we downloaded more than 55000 valid web pages
from different web resources, saved as HTML.
Although most of the Arabic web pages use cp1256 encoding, other coding is also
used, including UTF-8 or ISO 8859-6. In this work, we use cp1256 encoding when saving
HTML files.
Step 5: Cleaning and Normalisation
The cleaning of the resulted corpora is an important step as the biggest drawback in a
web corpus is noise. The collecting of web pages from different resources such as forums,
blogs, comments, etc. makes it very hard to make generalisations of the rules. So, each
cleaning step includes removing unwanted symbols, tags, underscores, and more than one
space, etc.
We also need to perform a normalisation for the resulted texts. The normalisation
includes removing repeated words and phrases automatically in web pages especially the
more popular words used in forums; such as
éJ

KQË @ éj 	®Ë@ ‘home page’, ñ 	« ‘member’,
ÉJ
j. Ë @ ‘register’ etc. The normalisation also includes removing repeated sentences or
paragraphs that appear in sequence automatically. However, if the sentences are repeated
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Dialect Size in million token % of repeated sentences Unique types
Gulf 14.5 41% 920K
North African 10.1 41% 720K
Levantine 10.4 33% 770K
Egyptian 13 42% 770K
Table 5.4: Results
Size in million token 50
Average of % of sentences repeated 39%
Unique types for all dialects 2 million
Number of words per link (Average for all) 753
Table 5.5: Total results
but not in sequence, we cannot remove the duplicate sentence as it might be come from
a different context.
5.4 Results
Table 5.4 shows the results of the experiment after the cleaning and normalisation. Gulf,
North African, Levantine and Egyptian corpora have 14.5 million, 10.1 million, 10.4 mil-
lion and 13 million tokens respectively. Table 5.4 also shows the unique types in each
dialect which are 920K, 720K, 770K and 770K respectively. Table 5.5 shows the total
results of all four corpora sizes; which is around 50 million tokens. For these words there
are more than 2 million unique types for all corpora. As the corpora have been built from
the web, they have a high percentage of repeated sentences with an average of 39% as
Table 5.5 shows.
There are more than 5 million sentences in all four corpora, as Table 5.6 shows. The
average of sentences count is 1.3 million sentences per corpus and the average sentence
length is about 10 words per sentence.
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Dialect Exactly size Number of sentences Average sentence length
Gulf 15,291,500 1,729,545 8.84
North African 10,570,195 1,044,495 10.12
Levantine 10,885,829 1,143,354 9.52
Egyptian 13,611,341 1,265,921 10.75
Total 50,358,865 5,183,315 9.8
Table 5.6: Sentences counts and average of length
5.5 Evaluation
To evaluate this work we compared it to the MSA Gigaword corpus (Parker et al., 2011)
and a Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (CCA) (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell, 2006). Arabic
Gigaword corpus (Parker et al., 2011) is the largest MSA corpus, covers most of the
Arabic topics and is produced by LDC. CCA (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell, 2006) is an available
and free contemporary corpus and has less than 1 million words. We covered different
elements of this comparing (Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV), size, syntax) before going into
more in-depth analysis for the resulting corpora.
5.5.1 Comparing results
Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) comparison
We have extracted 50k unique types from the resulting corpora, Gigaword corpus, and
CCA corpus. After analysing these unique types using the MSA morphology analyser
Alkhalil (Boudlal et al., 2011), the percentage of unknown words was determined, as
shown in Table 5.7. For Arabic Gigaword (Parker et al., 2011) and CCA (Al-Sulaiti
and Atwell, 2006) the percentage of unknown words was less than 20%, whereas the
percentage of unknown words for our dialect corpora was about twice this at 39%. As
Alkhalil (Boudlal et al., 2011) is an MSA morphology analyser, it will not analyse many
words from dialects, resulting in a high OOV for dialects corpora, as demonstrated by the
results in the Table 5.7.
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Corpus
The % of unknown
words
Dialect(s)
Arabic Gigaword 18% MSA
CCA 15% Contemporary
Our four corpora 39% Multi dialect
Table 5.7: Comparing unknown words
Corpus Total tokens Unique types
Gigaword >1000 million Unknown
CCA 600K 125K
Our four corpora 48 million 2 million
North African 10.1 million 720K
Levantine 10.4 million 770K
Egyptian 13 million 770K
Gulf 14.5 million 920K
Table 5.8: Size comparisons
Size comparison
Table 5.8 shows the result of comparing the resulting corpora with respect to their sizes
with CCA (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell, 2006) and Gigaword (Parker et al., 2011). Arabic
Gigaword corpus is designed for MSA. However, CCA has some dialects (contemporary)
words while mostly retaining an MSA context. The Gigaword corpus is the largest MSA
corpus. For the dialects, as can be seen from Table 5.8, a big difference in size is apparent
between our four corpora, with an average of 12 million tokens, and CCA (Al-Sulaiti and
Atwell, 2006) (which is less than 1 million tokens).
The size of CCA (Al-Sulaiti and Atwell, 2006) is also reflected on the count of unique
types which is 125K, where the average unique types of our dialects corpora is 800K, with
a total of 2 million for all. This big difference in unique types will affect the researches
on NLP tasks, where the work on CCA (ibid.) gives a chance to deal with just 15% of
the word variety of the average of the resulting corpora, and it has just 6% of the variety
that in our four corpora.
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Token frequency Percentage of frequency
1 49%
2-9 39%
10-100 10%
>100 2%
Table 5.9: Frequency of frequencies of token types
Syntax comparison
It is very difficult to measure syntax differences between MSA and dialects corpora where
there is no available multi-dialect parsing, dialects Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagger, or avail-
able parallel text corpora between MSA and dialects (Chiang et al., 2006) to use for parsing
Arabic dialects.
When looking at the resulting dialects corpus, it is clear that its syntax differs from
the MSA syntax in general context, sentence representation, word order, affixes and even
the stems of words. In different aspects of writing, this issue is also noticeable among the
resulting dialects corpora themselves.
5.5.2 Analysis
Table 5.9 shows the frequencies of token types in the four groups; those tokens that are
listed once ‘hapax legomena’, those tokens that are listed from 2 to 9 times, those tokens
that listed 10-100 times, and those tokens that appear more than 100 times. It is very
common to have the majority be a percentage of tokens that have a frequency of less than
ten times (Manning and Schu¨tze, 1999), which is 88% in the resulted corpora. Also it is
common that a very few tokens have a very high frequency (ibid.).
Table 5.10 shows the most-often occurring 10 unigrams with their frequencies for all
four corpora. The unigrams that appear in Table 5.10 are originally MSA words. However,
when these words are used in dialects there are some diacritisation changes; e.g. É¿ /kul/
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Frequency Token Meaning(s) according to diacritisation
953440 	áÓ From, that, who?
771032 ú

	¯
In, mouth (very rarely used)
527566 ð And, conjunction
519358 úÎ« On
400466 AÓ That, not
349776 é<Ë @ Allah
264736 B No, not
228592 AK
 O
182279 	á« From, instead of
163140 É¿ All, eat, tired (very rarely used)
Table 5.10: 10 greatest unigrams tokens frequencies (including function words)
(MSA) is É¿ /kil/ (Gulf) ‘eat’. The total of the 10 greatest unigrams is about 9% of
the corpus size. As can be seen from Table 5.10, most of the words have more than one
meaning and the different meanings are dependent on context.
Most of the tokens in Table 5.10 are function words. If we try to look at the most
frequent tokens by excepting function words we will get the results that seen in Table
5.11.
To confirm that our corpus is comparable to other text corpora we have applied Zipf’s
law (Zipf, 2012) to all four corpora. Zipf’s law suggests that there is a constant k such
that:
f.r = k
where: f is the frequency and r is the rank
The results of Zipf’s law for all corpora were almost exactly -1, which is predicted by
Zipf’s law. Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the results.
Table 5.12 shows the bigrams, trigrams and five-gram counts that resulted. In our
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Frequency Token Some meaning(s) according to diacritisation
349776 é<Ë @ Allah
100041 YÒm× Mohammed
90579 é<Ë @ð by Allah
71986 ÐñK
 day
70455 ú
Î« Ali
54443 Yg@ð one
48490 ¨ñ 	ñÖÏ @ the subject
46277 ÐñJ
Ë @ today
46005 ÐCË@ the peace
45887 ÉJÓ like, ideals (rarely used)
Table 5.11: 10 greatest unigrams tokens frequencies (non function words)
Figure 5.1: Zipf’s law of Egyptian, slope = - 0.9761. log of rank on the X-axis versus
frequency on the Y-axis
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Figure 5.2: Zipf’s law of Gulf, slope = -0.9759. log of rank on the X-axis versus frequency
on the Y-axis
Figure 5.3: Zipf’s law of Levantine, slope= -0.972. log of rank on the X axis versus
frequency on the Y-axis
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Figure 5.4: Zipf’s law of North African, slope = -0.9793. log of rank on the X-axis versus
frequency on the Y-axis
Dialect
Count of / million
bigram
unique
bigram
trigram
unique
trigram
five-
gram
unique
five-
gram
Egyptian 11.8 4.8 10.6 6.3 8.4 5.6
Gulf 12.9 5.3 11.3 6.8 8.4 5.5
Levantine 9.3 4.3 8.2 5.3 6.2 4.3
North African 9.1 3.9 8.1 4.9 6.3 4.1
Our four corpora 43.1 15.1 38.2 21.5 29.3 18.8
Table 5.12: Bigrams, trigrams and five-grams counts
corpora, we have about 43 million bigrams, about 38 million trigrams and just less than
30 million five-grams. Remarkably, as the Table 5.12 shows, the bigrams have the greater
count while having the lowest count with respect to unique bigrams (that is, about 15
million bigrams). The extraction of n-grams in written corpora is very useful, since they
highlight the main features of the language/dialect.
The commonest bigram and trigram for all the dialects corpora are shown in Tables
5.13 and 5.14 respectively.
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Frequency Bi-gram Meaning
25835 é<Ë @ Z A  Allah willing
23056 ÕºJ
Ê« ÐCË@ the peace upon you
18251 éJ
Ê« é<Ë @
Allah upon him (the meaning is
incomplete)
17542

@

@ A A
16851 B ð and not
15563 	áK. YÒm×
Mohammed bin (the meaning is
incomplete)
15400 é<Ë @ úÎ Allah bless (the meaning isincomplete)
14804 é<Ë @ éÔgPð and Allah’s mercy
14400 é<Ë @ YJ.« Abd Allah (Abdallah)
14306 ¨ñ 	ñÖÏ @ 	Q« display the topic
Table 5.13: Commonest bigram for all dialects corpora
Frequency Trigram Meaning
15591

@

@

@ A A A
14953 éJ
Ê« é<Ë @ úÎ may Allah bless him
14197 ¨ñ 	ñÖÏ @ 	Q« ¨@ñ	K @ thread display options
13701 é<Ë @ Z A  	à@ if Allah wills
12867 é<Ë @ éÔgPð ÕºJ
Ê«
upon you and mercy of Allah
(the meaning is incomplete)
11921 éKA¿QK. ð é<Ë @ éÔgPð
and Allah’s mercy and blessings
(the meaning is incomplete)
11693 ÕÎð éJ
Ê« é<Ë @
Allah upon him and peace (the
meaning is incomplete)
11036
éÔgPð ÕºJ
Ê« ÐCË@
may the peace upon you (the
meaning is incomplete)
6945 Õæ
kQË@ 	áÔgQË@ é<Ë @
Allah the most merciful, most
compassionate
6864 	áÔgQË@ é<Ë @ Õæ.
in the name of Allah the most
merciful
Table 5.14: Commonest trigram for all four corpora
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5.5.3 Error evaluation
There are a large number of derivations of each word for MSA. When the new prefixes
and suffixes that appear in the dialects have been added, they will give a huge number
of forms for each word, which might then produce a lot of spelling mistakes. Also many
Arabic words differ in just  A® 	JË @ ‘the marks1’, these words are more likely to have spelling
mistakes than other words e.g. úÎ« ‘upon’ ú
Î« ‘Ali (proper noun)’, where the difference
in just the marks of the last letter.
Another issue is that there are web pages using MSA as their main syntax. However,
some of the words from the dialects could appear in these web pages. Because of this, we
found that there are many MSA pages in the corpus, as these are very difficult to remove
automatically. Generally, it is better for a corpus to have MSA syntax in addition to the
main dialect; every dialect has MSA sentences within the dialect itself. Additionally, one
last issue we found is that many web pages included mixed dialects, which might cause
noise when managing more than one dialect concurrently.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter has explained the methodology that have been used for building and eval-
uating an Arabic multi-dialect written corpora by the seeding of words from the dialects
in the web. These corpora are for the main Arab dialects (Gulf, Levantine, Egyptian and
North African). The chapter introduced the following points:
1. Five steps were involved in the Methodology (as will be described in points 2 through
1The marks are necessary for distinguishing different letters i.e. five dots, the short Kaf, three Hamzas
and the Madda (Habash, 2010).
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6 below).
2. Dialect words from different Arabic language websites have been collected and
grouped together; about 1500 words were collected.
3. A survey was conducted with a group of people from different Arab countries to cat-
egorise the words into four main dialects; about 1000 words have been categorised.
4. An estimation of the counts is needed before the downloading stage to calculate the
average for how many tokens will be produced per link.
5. Subsequently, web pages were downloaded that were likely to have the same dialects
using a search engine API. More than 55000 web pages were downloaded.
6. Suitable cleaning and normalisation for the downloaded web pages was performed
to remove unwanted HTML tags, symbols, and repeated sentences from resulting
corpora.
7. We obtained a result of 14.5 million, 10.4 million, 13 million and 10.1 million tokens
for the Gulf, Levantine, Egyptian and North African dialects, respectively; the total
number of unique types in all corpora is more than two million types.
8. The results of the Zipf’s law for all corpora were ≈ -1, which is predicted by Zipf’s
law.
9. We discussed the errors that were noticed in corpora, including spelling mistakes,
mixed dialects and syntax mistakes.
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Chapter 6
Multi Dialect Arabic Speech
Parallel Corpora
6.1 Introduction
In a manner similar to the shortage of written corpora, there is a shortage of speech
corpora in Arabic speech processing tasks. This shortage becomes a large obstacle for
Arabic researchers in the area of speech processing when looking at available dialect
resources.
In the survey conducted by Nikkhou and Choukri (2004), the participated companies
listed the reasons why companies choose not to buy Arabic language resources. Some of
these reasons are; (1) the data, if it is available, are too expensive, (2) the data do not
meet the standard requirements, and (3) some of them do not buy the Arabic language
resources because they do not have a high quality.
The building of a speech corpus is a time consuming process and without available
corpora each researcher then needs to start building his own corpus, therefore it is benefi-
cial to attempt to build a high quality speech corpus for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)
and dialects as this will give researchers a chance to engage in Arabic Natural Language
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Processing (NLP) tasks.
For the purposes of this work, we have introduced the methodology for collecting
multi-dialect Arabic speech parallel corpora. These include three main dialects; Gulf,
Levantine, Egyptian as well as MSA. Four parallel text versions have been written to
produce four parallel speech corpora. We began the process by writing MSA text. After
this, we have translated the diacritised MSA text into the three other dialects. Then we
have recorded the text by native speakers from different dialects. The final step was the
segmentation of the speech files to identify the boundaries of sentences.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.2 answers why do we need multi dialect
speech corpora; Section 6.3 presents the methodology used to determine the procedure
followed; Section 6.4 describes the process of implementation; Section 6.5 shows how the
files are organised; Section 6.6 presents our results of the work; Section 6.7 highlights an
evaluation of the work; and conclusions are presented in Section 6.8.
6.2 The need for Arabic multi dialect speech corpora
Many NLP applications such as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Text To Speech
(TTS), speaker identification tasks etc. require speech files to use in training. Any
shortage in this data i.e. text or speech data, will result in deficiencies in the final
product.
The importance of parallel speech corpora is well known for speech processing tasks
and in the field of NLP. Parallel speech corpora are used as valuable resources for bi-
lingual or bi-dialect NLP tasks. By using speech parallel corpora we can highlight and
link the differences between dialects/languages in phonetics, grammar, etc. In addition,
by making use of speech parallel corpora, multi-dialect/language tasks can be produced
more easily than by using one dialect corpus especially for those languages that have a
large gap between original language and current dialects such as Arabic. Parallel speech
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corpora will also be helpful in speech-to-speech translation tasks.
The alterations in stems, phones, and word orders between MSA and the dialects
and between the dialects, as argued in Chapter 2, make it so important to use dialect-
based corpora instead of MSA-based corpora when building dialects applications. It
is interesting to produce parallel corpora in both text and speech. By using parallel
corpora, we can clearly distinguish the difference between MSA and dialects and dialects
themselves. We can also make use of these differences by applying them in NLP tasks
such as parsing dialects, or any speech tasks.
The lack of available Arabic speech corpora makes it very important for researchers
to produce more and more resources for MSA and dialects. To date, no multi-dialect
speech corpora is available for researchers and if one were to be developed it would offer
considerable opportunities for researchers wishing to work on Arabic NLP and speech
processing tasks.
6.3 Methodology
The methodology that has been used is similar to the methodology that has been used
in the Multext-East project (Erjavec, 2004), where the project started with English text
which was used to produce other language texts, and then the texts were recorded.
Four main steps have been included in the methodology. The first step involved
writing MSA text, which is written with the correct rules of MSA. A text should contain
words and sentences unrelated to any other dialect. Different sentence lengths should be
included. Once the text are established, we then diacritise the MSA. In the diacritisation
stage the short vowels will be shown. The letters themselves do not show the short vowel
where Arabic uses just three vowel letters.
Diacritisation is not an easy step, as there is a need for sophisticated knowledge of
the rules of MSA. These rules are not easy even for native speakers, as there are multiple
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Original phone in MSA Dialect New phone
/f/
	¬ in loanwords- all dialects /v/
/q/
 in most of the dialects /g/
/j/ h. in Egyptian /g/
/k/ ¼ in Gulf /ts/
/q/
 in Gulf /dz/
Table 6.1: New phones representation in dialects
options available; i.e. 13 different possible marks for each letter, with some exceptions for
vowel letters.
Once the diacritised MSA text is made, we moved on to translate it into the other
dialects to produce parallel texts. We need to convert MSA text to another dialect, then
diacritise it, and we repeat the process with the next dialects.
One of the two following cases will be chosen while converting MSA phones into
dialects.
1. If the phone in the MSA word is converted to another phone, already used in MSA,
we use the new rather than the old phone; e.g. when converting the word Èñ ® 	K
/naqul/ (MSA) to Èñ J 	K @ /inAul/ (Levantine) ‘we say’ using in this example /A/
which is used in the Levantine dialect rather than /q/.
2. If the phone in the MSA word has been converted to a new phone that is not used
in MSA phones, we use a new phones as suggested in Table 6.1 to represent the
new phones. According our work we found four new phones that have been used in
dialects and not in MSA.
Step 3 relates to recording. In the recording stage we are going to record the text for
each dialect according to special specifications that have been determined from which to
produce a standard corpus. All the recordings have been done by native dialect speakers.
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In step 4 the segmenting takes place, where it is necessary here to produce segmented
files. Each file contains no more than one sentence as is presented in the text. Each
segmented file should begin and end with silence.
We chose a specific domain in this work which is travel and tourism. Travel and tourism
domain has a clear vocabulary, which can be pronounced by any native speaker easily. To
split this domain into parts, we suggested eight general sections. Four sections directly
related to travel and tourism: restaurant, hotel, transport and street and shopping; and
the remaining four are necessary for tasks related to this area: days and times, currency,
global cities and numbers.
The numbers section has an MSA numbers subsection which is for testing the dif-
ferences between Arab speakers in how they pronounce MSA phones. So MSA numbers
will be spoken by all participants, i.e. Levantine, Egyptian and Gulf people. The benefit
of this operation was to build an MSA numbers corpus to describe different Arab back-
ground speakers. Each Arab speaker can speak MSA as their second dialect. However,
as a conversion happened with the dialects by collecting MSA speech files we were able
to understand and study the differentiation in phonetics between Arab speakers.
The research applied conditions suggested by TIMIT (Garofolo et al., 1993). Thus,
from 70% to 80% of the information will be used for training and 20% to 30% of the
corpus will be used for testing purposes (ibid.).
All dialects should be represented in both training and testing sets. Each speaker that
appears in the training set should not appear in the test set.
6.4 Implementation
In the implementation stage, we started by writing MSA text that cover the main termi-
nologies related to our specific domain, then diacritise it, then translate it, then diacritise
the dialects texts, then record and segment speech files.
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6.4.1 Write MSA text and diacritise it
We began by writing the MSA text with a total of 1291 sentences distributed across eight
sections, and 18 subsections, as Table 6.2 shows. Out of 325 numbers, 222 were MSA
numbers that did not require translation into other dialects. Therefore the three other
dialect texts had 1069 per dialect with a total of about 4500 sentences for all. We have
made use of the text that have been used in Saudi Accented Arabic Database (SAAVB)
(Alghamdi et al., 2008) for writing days and times, currency, global cities and MSA
numbers.
All of the words and sentences were to be evaluated according to MSA rules after
diacritisation. The first column of Table 6.3 shows some examples of MSA diacritised
sentences.
In our speech corpora, most parts have sentences. However, a few parts have single
words and non-sentences, such as single numbers, greetings and farewells.
6.4.2 Translate into dialects and diacritise them
The MSA text should then be converted into the other dialects to be covered. The
translating step is an important one when needing to produce parallel dialect texts. As
stated previously, we left out the MSA number section as we wanted all the participants
Section Count of subsections Sentences
Restaurant 5 207
Hotel 4 137
Transport 2 90
Street and shopping 2 111
Days and times 1 207
Currency 1 42
Global cities 1 172
Numbers 2 325
Total 18 1291
Table 6.2: Corpora distribution for sections
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Table 6.3: Example of some sentences
Sampling rate(Hz) Sample format Channels Output
48,000 16-bit 1 channel (Mono) Linear PCM
Table 6.4: Recording attributes
to speak using MSA rather than their local dialects. Table 6.3 in the second, third and
fourth columns shows Gulf, Egyptian and Levantine examples respectively, all having
been translated from MSA alongside their meaning, as given in the last column.
Having developed diacritised texts in four dialects, we then built statistical Language
Model (LM) for every dialect, that is, four LMs. These LMs are used as a baseline LMs.
As described in Chapters 8 and 9, additional LMs are produced for dealing with different
parts of the word.
6.4.3 Recording
We used a Blue Yeti microphone for recoding. A cardioid pattern1 was used for recording,
and the recording attributes values were set as shown in Table 6.4. We used Audacity
(Mazzoni and Dannenberg, 2006), to record our corpora.
The recordings were made in quiet rooms in case when background noise occurred,
the sentence was re-recorded.
1Blue Yeti has four different patterns; cardioid, omnidirectional, bidirectional and stereo. When
recording in cardioid pattern, sound directly in front of the microphone is picked up while the sound at
the rear and sides of the microphone is not picked up (Yeti, 2011).
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Figure 6.1: An example of how the files are organised
Every participant recorded full text in his/her dialect. The text lasts about 37 minutes
in length in average, as the length would be different between different speakers.
6.4.4 Audio segmenting
Every participant recorded the entire text without segmentation. A transcriber tool
(Barras et al., 2001) was used to segment each audio file into sentences and to then
produce segmented speech files. About half a second from the start and end of each audio
file there was silence for both parties. Each audio file has one sentence, which must be
same as the diacritised text sentence.
6.5 File organisation
Figure 6.1 shows an example of the file structure. The main directory includes the dialects
folders, i.e. MSA, Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian. Each dialect has a code pointing to its
folder. Each speaker’s folder includes files for all text for his/her dialect. 1291 segmented
files per speaker folder. The part code points to the section, e.g. restaurant, hotel,
shopping and street. There were several subparts inside, e.g. in the restaurant part, there
are greetings, bill, services etc. The wave file was shown as a sentence number.
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Dialect MSA Gulf Levantine Egyptian For all
Tokens 2790 2146 2273 2356 9565
Table 6.5: Tokens count
6.6 Results
6.6.1 Parallel texts results
Table 6.5 shows token counts for the text for each dialect. The total size of the resulted
texts is close to the 10K tokens. The average number of tokens per dialect is close to
2.5K, as Table 6.5 shows.
Table 6.6 shows the resulting parallel texts for sentences in the multi dialect corpora.
1291 sentences for MSA. 1069 sentences per dialect, where they give 222 for MSA numbers.
The sentences for all dialects totalled about 4.5K sentences.
MSA Gulf Levantine Egyptian All
1291 1069 1069 1069 4498
Table 6.6: Parallel texts sentences count
6.6.2 Parallel speech results
Table 6.7 shows the number of speakers of each dialect. The total number of participate
in our corpora was 52 speakers, with 12, 12, 8 and 20 speakers for MSA, Gulf, Levantine
and Egyptian dialects respectively.
Age groups of the participating speakers are as shown in Table 6.8. The majority of
Speaker count MSA Gulf Egyptian Levantine Total
Men 12 12 18 7 49
Women 0 0 2 1 3
Total 12 12 20 8 52
%Total(about) 23% 23% 38.5% 15.5%
Table 6.7: Speaker count
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Speaker age MSA Levantine Gulf Egyptian Total
under 16 1 0 1 4 6
16-30 11 6 11 15 43
31-60 0 2 0 1 3
Total 12 8 12 20 52
Table 6.8: Speaker age
MSA Gulf Egyptian Levantine files total
15492 files 15492 files 25820 files 10328 files 67132 files
Table 6.9: Files count
speakers were between 16 and 30 years old. Only 6% of the participants were over 30
years, and about 12% were under 16 years.
Table 6.9 shows the files count after the segmenting stage. The total number of files is
more than 67,000 speech files, including MSA and three other dialects i.e. Gulf, Egyptian
and Levantine dialects.
Table 6.10 shows the utterance counts for our text sheets for the different dialects.
The total utterances count for all dialects numbered about 160K utterances as Table 6.10
shows.
If we suppose each Arabic letter produces one phone. The total of phones that have
been created in our corpora is about 800k phones, as can be seen in Table 6.11.
Dialect Speaker count Utterance count/speaker Utterance count/all
MSA 12 2790 33,480
Gulf 12 2531 30,372
Egyptian 20 2702 54,040
Levantine 8 2643 21,144
total 52 10,666 160,180
Table 6.10: Utterances count
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Dialect speaker count Phones count/speaker Phones count/all
MSA 12 15,505 186,060
Gulf 12 14,290 171,480
Egyptian 20 15,088 301,760
Levantine 8 14,898 119,184
Total 52 59,781 778,484
Table 6.11: Phones count
6.7 Evaluation
6.7.1 Text evaluation
As can be seen in Table 6.12, which shows whole sentence sharing between four parallel
corpora, there is a little sharing between MSA and the other dialects except for the names
of cities. Most of the names given to cities are identical, even for different languages, so
it is a normal result to got shared names between different dialects.
For MSA and all three other dialects the sharing is no more than 1% when excluding
global cities, and is 14% if they are included. The greatest sharing as can be seen in Table
6.12 is between MSA and Egyptian, which reached 26% overall, and 11% when excluding
global cities. Although this pair has the greatest commonality, there are some phonemes
different in their pronunciations between MSA and Egyptian, such as /j/ which is spoken
as /g/ in Egyptian dialect.
The lowest commonality in our four parallel corpora is between Levantine and the Gulf.
When discounting global cities, just 15 sentences out of 897 include sharing between Gulf
and Levantine, as Table 6.12 shows.
Table 6.13 shows a unigram depicting sharing between MSA and Gulf, and Egyptian
and Levantine. The table confirms Kirchhoff and Vergyri (2005)’s result, which shows
sharing between MSA and Egyptian was about 10.3%. Although our texts are parallel,
overlapping between words did not exceed 20% in the best case.
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All
MSA
*
GULF
GULF
*
LEVa
LEV
*
EGYb
MSA
*
LEV
MSA
*
EGY
GULF
*
EGY
Restaurant 4 10 7 12 11 11 4
Hotel 5 16 8 17 15 26 13
Transport 0 0 0 3 2 18 0
Street and
shopping
0 0 0 8 9 18 0
Days and times 0 12 0 3 2 13 0
Currency 0 0 0 13 11 22 0
Global cities 140 159 145 149 153 165 154
Numbers 0 0 0 10 6 7 0
Total 149 197 160 215 209 280 171
%ALL 14% 18% 15% 20% 20% 26% 16%
%ALL excepting
global cities
1% 4% 1% 6% 5% 11% 2%
aLEV = Levantine.
bEGY = Egyptian.
Table 6.12: Sharing sentences between four parallel corpora
MSA * Gulf MSA * Egyptian MSA * Levantine
Including cities names 13% 14% 19%
Excluding cities names 7% 8% 14%
Table 6.13: The word overlap for MSA with Gulf, Egyptian and Levantine
The sharing results, which have been shown in Tables 6.12 and 6.13, are supported by
the variety between MSA and the dialects, and the dialects themselves. We can observe
that the sharing percentage is very low in most cases between the dialects. Thus, for the
same texts when we tried to translate them into other dialects, we got low results.
Table 6.14 shows the lexicon size for each dialect. The average lexicon size per dialect
is about 1000 tokens, if we ignore the diacritisation, and 1300 with diacritisation. The
average of the increasing percentage between undiacritised and diacritised text is about
28%.
In many cases, possibly most cases, the word in MSA differs from the dialect word in
the word shape or in phones or both, as discussed in Chapter 2 in relation to varieties.
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Unique
undiacritised
tokens
Unique
diacritised
tokens
Percentage
increase
MSA 1087 1481 36%
Gulf 1056 1315 25%
Levantine 1000 1154 15%
Egyptian 1032 1385 34%
For all 2145 3988 86%
Table 6.14: Lexicon count
These include, as stated, the difference between MSA and the dialects and between the
dialects themselves.
As is conspicuous from Table 6.14, we acquired more than 2000 unique tokens for all
undiacritised texts and close to 4000 unique tokens for diacritised texts, representing an
increase of 86%. The difference in diacritisation gives different words meaning and also
different phonemes. This suggests that one challenge for Arabic is its morphology, which
in some way relates to the diacritisation.
6.7.2 Speech evaluation
For the recordings, we were able to obtain high-quality sound by using the following
techniques: (1) recording in conditions that were as quiet as possible; (2) removing any
recording that had noise in the background; (3) using a professional microphone for record-
ing, i.e. Blue Yeti. Figure 6.2 shows a wave example of the recording of several words.
We obtained high-quality sound in the recordings, which yielded results comparable to
those that could be obtained in a soundproof room.
To evaluate the speech (foreground) and the noise (background) in the corpora, we
checked the contrast between them. The contrast is measured to ensure that any noise or
music in the background is very quiet. According to WCAG2.0 (2008)2, the background
2Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 is a guideline for accessible audio files on the
internet, which is recommended by W3C.
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Figure 6.2: wave example
noise must be at least 20 rms3 db lower than the content of the foreground speech. We
randomly chose 30 speech files, and then we measured the contrast. The results of this
measurement are shown in Table 6.15. The differences between the foreground and the
background were over 20 rms db. The average difference over all was 35.7 rms db, which
achieved WCAG conditions and indicated that the noise in the background of our corpora
was at an acceptable level.
One issue when building the speech corpora was the difficulty in making the output
from different speakers uniform. However, to solve this issue the output should be between
0.3 and -0.3 in sound amplitude as far as possible for the speaker; we accepted 0.5 to -0.5,
but no greater variation than 1.0, -1.0 as this causes distortion, where it will be out of
the range, Figure 6.2 shows an example of the output range.
To evaluate errors we completed a full review of all recordings to check the errors made
with phonemes; i.e. changing or removing one or more phonemes inside the recorded
sentences. However, any obvious errors, such as recording the wrong sentence or the
3rms = Root Mean Square.
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Audio file #a
Foreground Background Results -
Differ-
ence
Time
started
(sb)
Time
ended
(s)
Average
rms dB
Time
started
(s)
Time
ended
(s)
Average
rms dB
Average
rms dB.
MSA\01\A\01\02 0.82 3.67 -30.1 3.71 3.97 -61.7 31.6
MSA\09\D\02\42 1.00 3.22 -23.2 0.39 0.96 -63.7 40.5
MSA\05\B\02\09 0.46 2.77 -22.3 0.02 0.44 -48.0 25.7
MSA\10\A\04\06 0.35 2.64 -25.2 0.00 0.33 -54.5 29.3
MSA\07\A\05\01 0.24 1.50 -16.8 0.00 0.24 -52.7 36.0
MSA\12\H\02\02 0.23 1.00 -16.5 0.00 0.19 -49.6 33.0
MSA\02\C\02\02 0.53 2.76 -23.8 2.80 2.97 -58.2 34.4
MSA\03\A\05\10 0.50 1.67 -22.6 1.77 1.96 -55.0 32.4
GULF\01\A\01\05 0.80 1.49 -22.8 1.64 2.05 -60.7 38.0
GULF\03\C\02\12 0.36 0.85 -28.2 0.19 0.35 -55.1 26.9
GULF\10\G\01\07 0.23 0.72 -21.4 0.08 0.23 -50.5 29.1
GULF\12\D\01\07 0.36 1.08 -24.2 1.09 1.18 -53.2 29.0
GULF\02\A\03\03 0.53 1.74 -30.1 1.75 2.06 -58.3 28.2
GULF\08\D\02\05 0.41 1.42 -21.5 1.44 1.73 -59.6 38.0
GULF\06\A\01\01 0.31 1.42 -23.3 0.00 0.30 -54.4 31.1
GULF\07\E\01\03 0.31 0.85 -23.6 0.86 0.99 -45.7 22.1
LEV\01\A\01\02 0.43 3.88 -24.9 3.92 4.16 -57.9 33.0
LEV\02\C\02\02 0.60 2.24 -20.3 2.27 2.66 -59.3 39.0
LEV\04\E\01\04 0.38 0.86 -18.8 0.88 1.16 -42.9 24.0
LEV\05\H\02\08 0.60 1.23 -24.8 1.35 1.65 -50.8 26.0
LEV\06\A\01\01 0.47 1.65 -20.5 0.03 0.46 -54.3 33.8
LEV\07\B\02\02 0.44 1.79 -24.7 1.84 2.17 -60.5 35.8
LEV\08\E\01\06 0.60 1.17 -20.6 1.21 1.46 -52.8 32.2
EGY\01\A\02\02 0.96 2.59 -25.8 2.66 3.25 -69.8 44.0
EGY\04\C\02\02 0.77 2.51 -24.8 2.56 3.17 -66.9 42.1
EGY\06\E\01\04 0.64 1.21 -20.8 1.30 1.81 -69.4 48.6
EGY\09\B\02\02 0.71 2.30 -23.8 2.41 2.97 -84.1 60.3
EGY\12\H\01\01 0.73 1.13 -21.5 1.21 1.53 -59.7 38.2
EGY\15\D\02\01 1.69 2.51 -25.0 2.61 3.15 -80.1 55.1
EGY\18\B\04\13 0.67 2.18 -22.0 2.25 2.88 -75.2 53.2
Average — — -23.13 — — -58.82 35.7
aSee Figure 6.1 to find out how the files are organised.
bSeconds.
Table 6.15: Speech contrast evaluation
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wrong word, or making any mistake when recording the sentences, led to them being
rerecorded at the recording stage.
Most Arabic native speakers face difficulties when they try to speak using MSA. These
difficulties relate to phonetics, and sometimes unfamiliar words, rather than grammar; e.g.
Egyptian people pronounced many of the H /T/ phonemes with the  /s/ phoneme
instead. Gulf people also tended to use the 	  /ð/ instead of the 	 /dQ/ phoneme.
Many errors occurred in cases where the speakers were under 18 years of age. Arabic
dialects are mainly spoken and not written, so younger speakers faced difficulties when
reading dialect text. Most of the errors that happened were with MSA numbers for
speakers of all ages. Also many errors occurred when reading city names.
6.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have introduced the methodology we have followed to build the parallel
dialects speech corpora for Arabic. We have introduced the following points:
1. The corpora are about 32 hours in length produced by 52 speakers, and are for MSA
and three other dialects, i.e. Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian.
2. We chose a specific domain, i.e. travel and tourism. This specific domain has been
divided into eight sections.
3. We have started by writing MSA text containing 1291 sentences followed by the
diacritisation stage, which is an important step after writing the MSA text, and it
should follow the true rules of the Arabic language.
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4. MSA diacritised text was translated by native dialect speakers into local dialects,
where MSA is the second dialect for every Arabic native speaker. Then they have
diacritised all the translated texts.
5. We were able to obtain a high-quality sound similar to a sound-proofed room by
avoiding any outside noise, recording in very quiet conditions, removing recording
of noise in the background, as also by using a professional microphone for recording.
6. All the speakers from different countries participated in the MSA number sections
enabling us collect an MSA number speech corpus from speakers with different
backgrounds.
7. We have used Transcriber software to segment the recordings to match our texts.
The total number of segmented files is more than 67,000 sound files.
8. This is the first available multi-dialect Arabic speech corpus for researchers.
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Chapter 7
A Comparison of Arabic Speech
Recognition for Multi-Dialect vs.
Specific Dialects
7.1 Introduction
Most Arabic speech recognition tasks focus on either Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) or a
single specific dialect, rather than on multi-dialect tasks. There are two principal reasons
for this: First, the large gap between MSA and the dialects; and second the limited
availability of speech resources for Arabic dialects. Prior to the Arabic multi-dialect
speech parallel corpus there were no parallel speech corpora to facilitate a comparison
between dialects and MSA in Arabic Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems.
The limited availability of current Arabic speech resources is an important issue affect-
ing the accuracy of Arabic ASR tasks. Many research studies that have been conducted
to improve Arabic ASR have relied on in-house corpora. Most in-house corpora have
three main characteristics: first, small data size, which renders them insufficient to pro-
vide reliable quality for training ASR tasks; second, the quality of recordings is less than
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the quality of the speech corpora for other languages; and third they do not follow any
method of standardisation1.
Two important factors need to be considered when dealing with dialects or languages
classifiers: duration and accuracy. Time is an important issue as, according to Arslan
and Hansen (1996), classification accuracy becomes higher when the test utterance length
increases. However, for multi-dialect or multi-language systems we can avoid this time
constraint. Although current research on dialect classifiers for Arabic dialects has proven
that we can obtain a high quality result, the action to be taken if the classifier retrieves
an incorrect result is unclear. This is especially pertinent in the case of languages that
exhibit a large gap between dialects, such as Arabic.
Before starting to improve Pronunciation Dictionaries (PDs) and Language Models
(LMs) and to reduce Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) in Chapters 8 and 9, in this chapter,
we will check the accuracy of the speech data collected and explained in Chapter 6. We
will need to apply several experiments involving multi dialect tasks to check the multi
dialect task results, and to compare them to separated dialect results when checking them
against the same data.
This chapter aims to answer two main questions: First, can high accuracy be achieved
by building a multi-dialect Arabic speech recognition system using parallel speech corpus
or, in other words, how much will training on a multi dialect corpus affect the Word
Error Rate (WER) in a multi-dialect recognition system? Second, which of the following
provides more accuracy: (a) pooled data in one engine or (b) data obtained separately
for each dialect? If the answer is the use of individual dialect’s data, it is important
to determine whether the use of a dialect classifier might then be helpful. For example,
if the WER for Gulf dialect is 15% when using Gulf data for training and 50% when
using multi-dialect data, then it is clearly necessary to use a dialect classifier and avoid
1See Chapter 6 for more details.
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multi-dialect data as a large difference has occurred between the two results. Issues of
time elapsed to attain a result and inaccurate results are also discussed in relation to each
option, in Sections 7.4 and 7.5.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 7.2 shows the data used. Section 7.3
presents the recognition system. Section 7.4 show the results that were obtained. Section
7.5 provides a discussion of the work. Finally conclusions are presented in Section 7.6.
7.2 Data
We used MSA, Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian dialects from the multi-dialect Arabic paral-
lel speech corpus. These sub-corpora included approximately 32 speech hours segmented
into more than 67,000 files. For that research, 52 participants were divided into groups
based on four dialects i.e. 12 participants for MSA and Gulf, 8 participants for Levantine
and 18 participants for Egyptian. The recordings have high quality sound giving very
similar results to those that could be obtained in a sound proof room. The vocabulary
size is close to the 10K tokens, where the average number of tokens per dialect is close to
2.5K.
For the experiments in this research 90% of speech data was used for training and 10%
for testing all dialects.
The multi-dialect Arabic speech parallel corpus includes speech files, transcriptions
and the trigram language models; however, they do not contain PDs. So, we have created
a baseline PD, which facilitates one-to-one auto mapping between Arabic letters and
phones, as Table 7.1 shows.
7.3 Recognition system
Recognition experiments are accomplished using the CMU Sphinx (Lee et al., 1990). The
results of training have been obtained using CMU Sphinxtrain v1.0.7 (Sphinxtrain, 2011).
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Table 7.1: One-to-one auto mapping for creating a baseline PD
CMU Sphinx v3-0.8 (Sphinx, 2009) has been used for decoding and extracting the results.
7.4 Results
Modern speech recognition algorithms are based on computing observation
probabilities directly on the real-valued, continuous input feature vector. These
acoustic models are based on computation of a Probability Density Func-
tion (PDF) over a continuous space. By far the most common method for
computing acoustic likelihoods is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
PDFs (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
Table 7.2 shows the results of a multi-dialect system that contains three main dialects
i.e. Gulf, Egyptian and Levantine as well as MSA. We have set the number of densities
and tied states to obtain the optimal value.
Young and Woodland (1994) suggested one of the most common algorithms, which is
done by clustering and tying acoustically similar states. This method is called tied states.
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Densities Tied States WER%
8 1000 20
8 2000 16.8
8 3000 15.9
8 4000 15.2
8 4500 14.9
4 4500 17.4
16 4500 13.7
Table 7.2: The WER variation with the tied states and the number of densities in
multi-dialect system using all four corpora
Tied states is used in speech recognition tasks because the problem of data sparsity, where
we need to reduce the number of tri-phone parameters that are needed to train (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009). Here is an example, “the beginning of a phone with an [n] on its left
may look much like the beginning of a phone with an [m] on its left. We can therefore
tie together the first (beginning) subphone of, say, the [m-eh+d] and [n-eh+d] triphones.
Tying two states together means that they share the same Gaussians. So we only train
a single Gaussian model for the first subphone of the [m-eh+d] and [n-eh+d] triphones.
Likewise, it turns out that the left context phones [r] and [w] produce a similar effect on
the initial subphone of following phones (ibid.)”.
As can be seen from Table 7.2 the best WER that can be obtained is 13.7%2. It has
4500 tied states and 16 for densities, as Table 7.2 shows. We set the values for the tied
states from 1000 to 4500 and the number of densities’ values from 4 to 16, as these values
are the most appropriate for the data size that we have used for training. We set the
values of the tied states first, and then we moved them to obtain the optimal value of the
number of densities.
Table 7.3 shows the best WERs for the four dialects. For these experiments, we used
multi-dialect data i.e. multi-dialect acoustic and language models to extract each dialect’s
2Optimal numbers of densities and tied states depend on the corpus. They can be determined by
experiments.
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Dialect WER%
MSA 10
Gulf 17
Levantine 15.1
Egyptian 16.3
Average 14.6
Table 7.3: The best WERs for the four dialects when evaluated using multi-dialect data
Dialect WER%
The improvement
comparing to multi-dialect
data results –Table 7.3
MSA 8.2 -1.8
Gulf 12.7 -4.3
Levantine 8.8 -6.3
Egyptian 11.2 -5.1
Average 10.2 -4.4
Table 7.4: The best WERs for the four dialects when evaluated against each dialect’s
own data
WER separately, by using the optimal values that were previously obtained. As can be
seen from Table 7.3 we obtained WERs of 10%, 17%, 15.1% and 16.3% for MSA, Gulf,
Levantine and Egyptian respectively.
Table 7.4 contains the best WERs that could be obtained for each dialect, using the
dialect’s own data rather than the multi-dialect data. Table 7.4 also shows the difference
between the results of each dialect comparing its data with the results that could be
obtained using multi-dialect data. The average of the WERs for the four dialects is
-4.4%, as shown in Table 7.4.
Table 7.5 shows the result of an experiment that was done to extract Levantine WER
using MSA acoustic models. In this experiment, we assume that we have a dialect classifier
and it has inaccurately classified Levantine as MSA. The experiment has been repeated
with three different LMs; MSA LM, Levantine LM and multi-dialect LM to check and
compare the results in different cases. As Table 7.5 shows, the WER obtained using MSA
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LM used
WER% for Levantine
dialect
Levantine 47.3
Multi dialect 48.7
MSA 78
Table 7.5: The table shows Levantine dialect results when evaluated using MSA acoustic
model with three different LMs
LM is 78%, and the WERs obtained when using Levantine LM and multi-dialect LM are
47.3% and 48.7%, respectively.
7.5 Discussion
As shown in Table 7.2, the best WER that could be obtained for the multi-dialect system
is 13.7%. This result cannot be readily be compared to results from other research, as
there are differences in the sizes of resources for speech corpora that have been used for
each research. However, this WER is the lowest when compared to WERs from research
focused on Arabic cross-dialects such as Kirchhoff and Vergyri (2005); Biadsy et al. (2012).
In Kirchhoff and Vergyri (2005) the best WER that could be obtained is 41.4% for MSA
and Egyptian dialect and in Biadsy et al. (2012) the best WER is 20.4% for Jordanian
and Lebanese dialects, which are both Levantine dialects.
The usage of a specific domain, as in the multi dialect speech corpus rather than
a general dictation task definitely affects the WER. Further study is required to check
whether the use of parallel corpora might be useful for reducing WER or otherwise for
multi-dialect tasks.
Table 7.4 shows the best WERs for the four dialects. The lowest difference in results
was found in MSA, at just -1.8%. There are two reasons for this: (1) MSA is at the centre
of the dialects, and although there are large differences between MSA and dialects, MSA
shares more common language features with the dialects than they do between themselves;
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Mean (pooled data) 14.6
Std. Deviation (pooled data) 3.17
Mean (separated data) 10.23
Std. Deviation (separated data) 2.10
P-value 0.03
Table 7.6: A Student’s t-test result
and (2) there is more MSA data in the multi-dialect speech corpus where, as previously
stated, the number section is spoken in MSA by all the participants.
The average between the best WER for the multi-dialect system and the best WERs
for the separate dialects is -4.4%, as shown in Table 7.4. To identify the significance
in differences between the using of separated data and pooled data, a Student’s t-test
between these two groups has been done. The t-test illustrates that the experiments
results from the separated data group were significantly smaller than the results from the
pooled group, where p-value for 1-tailed test < 0.05, as Table 7.6 shows.
Now, we turn to determine whether the dialect classifier failed to classify the dialect
in a proper way. In other words, did the dialect classifier recognise one dialect as another
dialect? Table 7.5 shows the results of the experiment that has been done. We assumed
that we had a dialect classifier and that Levantine was the target dialect. However, the
dialect classifier recognised the Levantine dialect as MSA. We used three different LMs
with MSA acoustic model: using MSA LM, using multi-dialect LM and using Levantine
LM. The result actually was not a surprise when we understand that a large gap exists
between MSA and the dialects and between the dialects themselves. As Table 7.5 shows,
the WER is 78% when using MSA LM. We remember that the result of Levantine dialect
when it was evaluated with multi-dialect data was 15.1%. When using multi-dialect LM
with MSA acoustic model we obtained a WER of 48.7% with a difference of -33.6%, when
checking on multi-dialect data.
In this case, although the use of the dialect classifier increases the accuracy by an
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average of 4.4%, and the state-of-the-art of Arabic dialect classifier gave an Equal Error
Rate (EER)3 of 4% (Biadsy, 2011), a large difference between dialects occurs in Arabic.
This means that in a case when the dialect classifier makes a wrong classification, very
low accuracy results would be obtained.
In the state-of-the-art of Arabic dialect classifier the author used 30 seconds utterances
to obtain the lowest EER (Biadsy, 2011). So for example if we assume that in dialogue
between different dialects speakers we need 30 seconds for each conversion from dialect
to other. However, since the multi-dialect system does not require dialect classification,
this is not a concern.
7.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented an Arabic dialects speech recognition system that was created to
recognise MSA and three different dialects; It introduced the following points:
1. Most of the research studies that have been conducted in this area have focused
on MSA or one dialect rather than on multiple dialects. One important reason for
that is the shortage of available resources for Arabic speech, especially for dialects.
Therefore, we have done multi dialect speech recognition system, using multi dialect
speech corpora.
2. The best WER that could be obtained is 13.7% for multi-dialect system and 10%,
17%, 15.1% and 16.3% the WERs for MSA and for the Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian
dialects, respectively when using multi dialect data.
3. We extracted the best WER for each dialect, by using the dialect’s own data to com-
pare the results with the multi-dialect data. The results obtained are: 8.2%, 12.7%,
8.8% and 11.2% for MSA, Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian dialects, respectively.
3Which is error rate when false alarm rate and miss probabilities rate are equal (Martin et al., 1997).
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4. The average of the differences when checking the dialects using their own data and
the best WER of the multi-dialect result is -4.4%.
5. To determine the importance of the dialect classifier in such situations, an exper-
iment was conducted to extract the Levantine dialect result, assuming that the
classifier wrongly classified the Levantine dialect as MSA. We extracted the WERs
for three different LMs using an MSA acoustic model. The WERs were found to be
very low compared to the WER for the Levantine dialect when evaluated against
multi dialect data in all the cases that were examined.
6. The result confirms that although the state-of-the-art Arabic dialect classifier ob-
tained a high accuracy, in the case of misclassification, a very low accuracy would
be obtained for languages that have significant dialect differences like Arabic.
7. Multi-dialect systems might be judged an optimal solution when thinking that the
loss of -4.4% in the average rate of accuracy and conversely saves at least 30s,
according to the state-of-the-art, with each conversion between dialects of real-time
dialogue systems.
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Chapter 8
An Incremental Methodology for
Improving Pronunciation
Dictionaries for Arabic Speech
Recognition
8.1 Introduction
Pronunciation Dictionaries (PDs) are one of the most important components in Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) systems. They contain representations of phones for words.
The main task of a PD in ASR system is to map words with their phones.
For the English language, many PDs have been manually created, such as the CMU
Pronouncing Dictionary (Rudnicky, 2007) and the Voxforge lexicon. For Arabic it is very
difficult to do this where from each single Arabic root hundreds of different full word
forms can be obtained.
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) orthography to phonology is unlike English, French
or other languages which have a complex relationship between orthography and word
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sound. MSA, in most cases, follows regular rules of pronunciation. However, these rules
linking orthography to phonology need to be tested to establish which will improve the
PD for MSA and the dialects.
In this chapter, Arabic orthography to phonology rules will be tested by the incremen-
tal methodology to improve Arabic PDs. The incremental methodology will be applied
to MSA and Levantine PDs. Phonology and morphology features will be used during the
incremental cycles.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 8.2 answers the question why do we need
to improve Arabic PDs; Section 8.3 focuses on the data that has been used; Section 8.4
presents the incremental methodology applied for improving Arabic PDs; Sections 8.5
and 8.6 show the recognition system and the results that have been obtained; Section 8.7
provides an evaluation of the work; and conclusions are presented in Section 8.8.
8.2 Why do we need to improve Arabic pronuncia-
tion dictionaries?
It is very difficult to manually create PDs for languages with rich morphology such as
Arabic. This would be too labour-intensive and time-consuming especially for Arabic
dialects, where many new stems, prefixes, suffixes and a large gap between dialects and
MSA1. Therefore, our research objective is to find an automatic method for building and
improving PDs.
As previously discussed, Arabic phonology follows regular letter-to-sound links in most
cases and this would simplify the building of automatic PDs. However, there are three
aspects in Arabic orthography to phonology which need to be considered: (1) there are
nevertheless some irregular rules in Arabic phonology; (2) even for regular rules of phonol-
ogy, more experiments are needed to check which of these rules have more effect; (3) it is
1See Chapter 2 for more details.
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necessary to ascertain how these rules would affect the dialects.
8.3 Data
MSA and Levantine dialect data from multi dialect speech corpora were used to evaluate
this work. MSA corpus has 12 speakers and Levantine corpus has 8 speakers. The
speaker’s recording lasts about 37 minutes in length in average, as the length would be
different between different speakers. 10% of the corpora are used for testing and 90% for
training.
The multi dialect speech corpora include speech files, transcriptions and the trigram
language models; however, they do not contain PDs (lexicons).
8.4 Methodology
The first step required is to create a baseline PD since the multi dialect speech corpora
do not have PDs. The text in the multi dialect speech corpus is diacritised, so there is
no need for using the Buckwalter analyser (Buckwalter, 2002)2, Morphological Analysis
and Disambiguation of Arabic (MADA) (Habash et al., 2009)3 or any other morphology
analyser or disambiguator for diacritising or selecting the word choice. We start from
diacritised lexicon to represent phones. Table 8.1 shows the baseline one-to-one auto
mapping between Arabic letters and phones including diacritic representation.
Most Arabic letters have an one-to-one relationship with their phones, with few ex-
ceptions. An example of an exception is Taa Marboutah
è /T3/, which was used as a
separate phone, thus separating it from H /T/ and ë /HH/, and differentiating between
its usage as H /T/ and ë /HH/. Later, it was established that it is more appropriate to
2Buckwalter analyser lists all possible analyses of the word (Buckwalter, 2002).
3MADA selects the analysis that matches the current context (Habash et al., 2009).
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AH Z DH 	X M Ð
AE2

@ R P N 	à
AH

@ Z 	P HH è
UW ð S  W ð
EH @ SH  AE ø
AH ø S9  Y ø

AE @ D9 	
B H. T6   Diacritisation
T3
è DH6 	  AA Fatha
T H A3 ¨ AN F. Tanween
TH H GH 	¨ IH Kasrah
JH h. F
	¬ EN K. Tanween
H7 h Q  UH Dhammah
X p K ¼ UN D. Tanween
D X L È 2 Shaddah
Table 8.1: An one-to-one automapping for creating baseline PD
use Taa Marboutah; the H /T/ phoneme,  ë /HH/ phoneme or the newly proposed
phoneme /T3/, and which gives a lower Word Error Rate (WER).
An additional issue when thinking to build a PD automatically is combinations of
short vowel phones. For example the word Õ

Î ª J K
 /yataQllamu/ ‘he is learning’ has 5
letters. However, it is represented according to orthography and phonology rules using 10
phones Y AA T AA A3 AA L2 AA M UH. This representation includes 5 consonants i.e.
Y T A3 L2 M and 5 short vowels i.e. 4 AA’s and UH. The number 2 was used to refer
to Shaddah ‘emphasis’, rather than duplicating the consonant letter, so 2 was attached
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to the letter that has Shaddah ‘emphasis’; for example H. /B2/ is /B/ with Shaddah ‘em-
phasis’. We cannot follow the same procedure for all diacritics because this will produce
13 different phones for every letters, totalling about 350 in all.
8.4.1 The pronunciation dictionary rules
Most of the orthography to phonology rules used for this work were selected from (Al-
ghamdi et al., 2004). These selected rules affect isolated words. Furthermore, some new
rules were established which are not related to orthography or phonology MSA rules. The
advantage of adding these rules was to check if we can improve WER by using phonol-
ogy rules other than the real rules; for example, the usage of Shaddah ‘emphasis’ in this
work produced many new phones, therefore it follows that the WER might be improved
if Shaddah ‘emphasis’ is removed.
In chapter 2 we have listed three Arabic phonology rules. Here we are going to recall
them.
1. The Arabic letter
è /t/ or /h/ ‘Ta-Marboutah letter’ is used only at
the end of a word. It can take one of two phonemes: when stopping it is
pronounced ë /h/, and when the speaker connects the word containing
Ta-Marboutah letter with the following word, it is pronounced H /T/.
The
è Ta-Marboutah letter rule is similar to the short vowel rule for most
letters at the end of the words where they take one of two phonemes; one
with stopping i.e. Sukun ‘no vowel’, and one for continuation which is
one of the thirteen different forms.
2. The /L/ phoneme in the definite article È@ /AL/ can be divided into use
with the 14 sun letters, and with the remaining moon letters. In the sun
letters the /L/ phoneme will be ignored (it is silent). However, with the
moon letters it is pronounced. As an example, the word Ò Ë@ /Alˇsams/
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‘the sun’ is pronounced /asˇsˇams/ by deleting the /L/ phoneme; however,
QÒ®Ë@ /Alqamar/ ‘the moon’ is pronounced as it is written.
3. The Alef-Alwasl is pronounced either Z /’/ when starting with it, or
ignored when it is linked to the previous word. For example, in the word
I 
 J. Ë @ /’lbayt/ ‘the home’ we say /’/ at the beginning as it is written
because we started with it. However, when we say I
J. Ë AK. /bilbayt/ ‘in
the home’ we removed the phoneme /’/ from the word I
 J. Ë @ /’lbayt/
‘the home’ because of its position.
We have tried to list the phonology rules in a specific order to avoid interference
with the preceding rules. This point is very important because some rules have to be
applied before or after others are added. Moreover, the effect for every rule will be
relatively variable according to its place in this order. Table 8.2 shows the phonology
and morphology rules in suggested order. From 11 phonology rules, 2 rules cannot be
combined together; rule 9 and rule 10. A or B will be chosen, or both will be ignored
If the new WER has not improved. There is one morphology rule, which is to extract
the word stem for the wrong results and compare it to the original stem from the PD; in
order to do this it is necessary to use the methodology of the multi dialect morphology
analyser to extract the words stems.
8.4.2 The incremental methodology for improving Arabic pro-
nunciation dictionary
Figure 8.1 shows the incremental methodology used for improving PDs. The incremental
cycle for improving PDs starts by establishing the baseline PD. First, the WER for base-
line, using the letter to phone map in Table 8.1, is extracted for the recognition system.
By taking the first suggested rule and applying it to the PDs, the new result is obtained.
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No Linked Description
Phonology Rules
1 - Remove Fatha before Hamza
2 - Remove Fatha after Hamza
3 - Remove Fatha before Alef Alwasl, Alef Maddah and Alef Maqsurah
4 - Remove Kasrah before Yaa
5 - Remove Dammah before Waw
6 - Remove Kasrah before @ /EH/ letter
7 - Remove shadda
8 - Remove L before sun letters
9 A Change AE to AH at the beginning of the word
9 B Remove Alef Alwasl at the beginning of the word
10 A Change Taa Marbuta to /HH/
10 B Change Taa Marbuta to /T/
11 - Remove /AE/ phone before and after Tanween Fatha
Morphology Rule
12 - Compare the wrong words stems with the stems of the PD words.
Table 8.2: PD phonology and morphology rules
If the new WER has not improved, then this rule is ignored and the next suggested rule
is applied. However, if the new WER has improved, then this rule is added to the PD
improvement rules and the next suggested rule is applied, etc. This process is carried out
for all phonology and morphology rules in both MSA and the Levantine dialect PDs.
By the end of the implementation, two PD improvement rules for both MSA and the
Levantine dialect are presented.
8.5 Recognition system and baseline result
Recognition experiments are accomplished using the CMU Sphinx (Lee et al., 1990). The
results of training have been obtained using CMU Sphinxtrain v1.0.7 (Sphinxtrain, 2011).
Sphinx v3-0.8 (Sphinx, 2009) has been used for decoding and extracting the results.
The baseline WERs obtained were 9.9% and 11.3% for MSA and Levantine respec-
tively, as shown in Tables 8.3 and 8.4.
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Figure 8.1: The Incremental Methodology Algorithm for improving Arabic PD in ASR
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PD change rule Result Improvement
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9A 9B 10A 10B 11 12 AccuracyWERaRCb
INCRc
IMPd
Total
IMP
Baseline 90.1 9.9 - - -
?e 90.6 9.4 5.1 0.5 0.5
+f ? 91.1 8.9 10.1 0.5 1
+ + ? 91.6 8.4 15.2 0.5 1.5
+ + + ? 92 8 19.2 0.4 1.9
+ + + + ? 92.1 7.9 20.2 0.1 2
+ + + + + Ng - - - 0 0
+ + + + + ? 92.7 7.3 26.3 0.6 2.6
+ + + + + + ? 92 8 19.2 -0.7 1.9
+ + + + + + ?A 92.2 7.8 21.2 -0.5 2.1
+ + + + + + ?B 92.9 7.1 28.3 0.2 2.8
+ + + + + + +B ?A 92.5 7.5 24.2 -0.4 2.4
+ + + + + + +B ?B 93.3 6.7 32.3 0.4 3.2
+ + + + + + +B +B ? 93.2 6.8 31.3 -0.1 3.1
+ + + + + + +B +B + 95.4 4.6 53.5 2.1 5.3
aExcept for the morphology rule, where we extracted Stem Error Rate (STER).
bRC = Relative Change.
cINCR = Incremental.
dIMP = Improvement.
e?: check the rule through the incremental cycle.
f+: the rule has been added to the PD improvement rules.
gN: no results have been retrieved.
Table 8.3: MSA Result
8.6 Results
The rules set out in Section 8.4 are applied and evaluated through the incremental cycles
described above. The systems were retrained and decoded for every iteration. Tables
8.3 and 8.4 show the process used for adding each rule. As discussed, some rules cannot
be combined. Where both or one achieved positive results it was possible to use one,
however, if both achieved negative results then neither was used.
As can be seen from Tables 8.3 and 8.4, each cycle checks new rule and calculates the
WER: if the WER had improved, the rule is added in the following cycles; if not, it is
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PD change rule Result Improvement
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9A 9B 10A 10B 11 12 AccuracyWER RC
INCR
IMP
Total
IMP
Baseline 88.7 11.3 - - -
? 88.5 11.5 -1.8 -0.2 -0.2
? 88.9 11.1 1.8 0.2 0.2
+ ? 89.4 10.6 6.2 0.5 0.7
+ + ? 91.2 8.8 22.1 1.8 2.5
+ + + ? 90.2 9.8 13.3 -1 1.5
+ + + ? 90.6 9.4 16.8 -0.6 1.9
+ + + ? 90.7 9.3 17.7 -0.5 2
+ + + ? 89.9 10.1 10.6 -1.3 1.2
+ + + ?A 89.1 10.9 3.5 -2.1 0.4
+ + + ?B 90.7 9.3 17.7 -0.5 2
+ + + ?A 89.9 10.1 10.6 -1.3 1.2
+ + + ?B 90.6 9.4 16.8 -0.6 1.9
+ + + ? 89.9 10.1 10.6 -1.3 1.2
+ + + + 93.7 6.3 44.2 2.5 5
Table 8.4: Levantine Result
ignored, and the process continued. Tables 8.3 and 8.4 also show the effect of each added
rule compared with the previous result and the improvement in the overall result. Table
8.3 shows the MSA results, and Table 8.4 shows the Levantine results.
As can be seen from Table 8.3, the MSA PD has improved as a result of 8 rules plus
the morphology rule. The WER was improved by 3.2% by adding phonology rules and by
2.1% by adding the morphology rule. The total improvement for MSA was 5.3% which
reduced the baseline WER/STER from 9.9% to 4.6%; this was the best WER/STER
achieved i.e. an accuracy of 95.4%.
Table 8.4 shows that 3 phonology rules as well as the morphological rule improved
the PD WER/STER for Levantine. The total improvement obtained for the Levantine
recognition system was 5% in the WER, where the addition of both phonology and mor-
phology rules reduced the WER/STER by 2.5%. The best WER/STER for the Levantine
dialect was reduced from the baseline 11.3% to 6.3% i.e. an accuracy of 93.7%, as can be
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seen in Table 8.4.
8.7 Evaluation
For MSA six rules resulted in an improvement of approximately 0.5% for each, and two
rules yielded an improvement of just 0.1% and 0.2%. Both A’s for rules 9 and 10 had
negative results, and both B’s resulted in improvements to the WER. Consequently, B’s
were chosen for rules 9 and 10 for the MSA PD.
Two negative results achieved for MSA PD. It cannot be guaranteed that any Arabic
phonology rule will definitely improve a PD, so as can be noticed two rules in MSA and
eight rules in Levantine dialect, have a negative or neutral impact on the WER. This
illustrates the importance of the incremental methodology usage in such work, whether
for real phonology rules or any new suggested rules.
The improvement obtained by adding the morphology rule was 2.1% for the MSA PD
and 2.5% for the Levantine PD. This morphology rule clearly indicates the importance of
using the stem rather than the full word form. Stem usage will reduce unique words. It
does affect adjacent conjunctions, prefixes, and suffixes etc.
Although all of the rules mentioned thus far originated from MSA phonology rules, 3
rules resulted in improvements of 0.2%, 0.5%, and 1.8% for the Levantine dialect. The
highest WER improvement of 1.8% resulted from rule 4, however, it is still not clear for
us why this rule “remove Kasrah before Yaa” has such a positive effect.
Rules 2, 3 and 4 resulted in improved PDs for both MSA and the Levantine dialect.
These three rules improved the Levantine dialect PD by 2.5% and the MSA PD by 1.4%.
Thus, for the automatic building of PDs for MSA, Levantine or any other dialects,
there is a chance of improvement WER by introducing more rules and then checking
them using an incremental cycles. One of the important observations here is that each
dialect should have its own improvement rules that help when creating PD automatically.
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There is a need for suggesting rules, order them and then test them in an incremental
methodology.
8.8 Conclusions
In this chapter a method for improving Arabic PDs for MSA and Levantine dialect by in-
cremental applying of phonological rules has been introduced. The chapter has introduced
the following points:
1. MSA generally follows regular rules from letter to sound; however, these rules still
need to be evaluated in order to ascertain which are more efficient.
2. It is worthy to suggest new rules and check them during the incremental cycles for
MSA and dialects.
3. In the methodology we began by applying a new rule to the baseline system, then
started a new cycle and evaluated the effect of this rule. If there was an improvement,
we added this rule to the PD improvement rules for each dialect.
4. By applying phonology rules, the improvements in WER were 3.2% and 2.5% for
MSA and Levantine respectively; the morphology rule also improved the STER by
2.1% and 2.5%, respectively.
5. Considerable improvements in WER, i.e. 5.3% and 5% for MSA and the Levantine,
respectively, were recorded.
6. We proved that not all of the orthography to phonology rules improved WER,
especially in the case of dialects.
7. There are new rules that affect WER efficiency. Those rules need to be extracted
and then tested.
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8. Eight phonology rules have improved the MSA PD, and three for the Levantine
dialect.
9. The morphology rule illustrated the importance of using the stem rather than the
full word form in ASR tasks.
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Chapter 9
Morpheme-Based Language Models
for Improving the Speech
Recognition of Arabic Dialects
9.1 Introduction
The goal of the Language Model (LM) is to compute the probability of a sentence or
sequence of words (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). Given sequence of words w1 through wn,
a LM is a set of probabilities P(W), where each sequence W = (w1, ..., wn):
P (W ) = P (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5...wn)
This represents the statistical model of a word based on its history. The computation of
the probabilities of the LM is challenging, due to the fact that many word contexts are
observed rarely, or not at all (Kirchhoff et al., 2006).
In morphologically rich languages every stem generates hundreds of different word
forms, which therefore creates considerable issues with LM, Arabic (Kirchhoff et al., 2006),
Turkish (Carki et al., 2000), and Czech (Ircing et al., 2001) are all examples of those
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languages with a high growth rate of vocabulary, which results in a large number of
Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words
In Arabic, many different prefixes and suffixes can be attached to the stem, which then
produce hundreds of words for each single stem. This issue becomes more complex when
discussing Arabic dialects, where there are many more affixes, and a large gap occurs in
stems between Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and dialects1.
A common solution for OOV in morphologically rich languages is to deal with the
morpheme rather than the full word form. For example by using the CALLHOME Egyp-
tian speech corpus (Canavan et al., 1997), Billa et al. (1997) remove the definite article
/il/ ‘the’ in the Egyptian dialect, so reducing the size of the vocabulary by 7%. This
reduction is created by removing just one prefix out of many prefixes and suffixes, thus
showing the fact that when using morpheme-based (rather than the full form) techniques
the unique words will be fewer in number and the Word Error Rate (WER) will thus be
reduced.
The LM has a considerable effect on WER in speech recognition. For example, by
using an MSA LM for recognising Levantine dialect the WER obtained was 78%, which
is high when compared to the 15.1% when using Levantine LM2.
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the results of the experiments that have
been obtained on dialects LMs and also to discuss the following four points:
1. Dealing with dialect morphemes in three different forms: stem alone, prefix+stem
and stem+suffix;
2. Working on more than one dialect using parallel data, so facilitating a comparison
between MSA and dialect features;
1See Chapter 2 for more details.
2See Chapter 7 for more details.
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3. Using the methodology of the multi dialect morphology analyser for extracting af-
fixes automatically (rather than manually);
4. Establishing the differences between using a closed domain LM and an open domain
LM in Arabic dialects.
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 9.2 outlines the data used; Section 9.3
presents the methodology applied for dealing with Arabic dialects stems; Sections 9.4 and
9.5 demonstrate the recognition system and the results that have been obtained; Section
9.6 provides an evaluation of the work; Section 9.7 presents the resulting conclusions.
9.2 Data
MSA, Gulf and Egyptian dialects data from a multi dialect speech corpus were used as
the speech data. 10% of the corpora were used for testing and 90% for training. The
multi dialect speech corpora included speech files and transcriptions for each dialect.
However, Pronunciation Dictionaries (PDs) were built automatically, according to the
method suggested in Chapter 8.
Two types of text will be used to build the trigram language models, these being
closed domain text and open domain text. The texts of speech corpora are used to create
closed domain LMs. The domain of the multi dialect speech corpus is travel and tourism,
including a number of sections that relate indirectly to travel and tourism, i.e. days and
times, currency, global cities and numbers.
We collected a text corpus from the web3; it has four sub-corpus for four Arabic
dialects. Fifty thousand words have been extracted as an open domain text from our
corpus to represent the Gulf and Egyptian dialects. About fifty thousand tokens from the
Giga word corpus (Parker et al., 2011) was chosen for MSA. Table 9.1 demonstrates the
token counts for each dialect after extracting the unique words.
3See Chapter 5 for more details.
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Token count in
Dialect Text Unique 50k text Unique
The sources of open
domain LMs
MSA 2788 1016 54105 16546 Giga word corpus
Gulf 2479 1079 50947 19054 Multi dialect text corpora
EGY 2695 1070 59006 21899 Multi dialect text corpora
Table 9.1: Description of the corpora used for creating closed and open LMs
Dialect Full word Stem
Reduction
%
Prefix+
stem
Reduction
%
stem+
suffix
Reduction
%
MSA 1016 853 16 973 4 897 12
Gulf 1079 874 19 1034 4 933 14
Egyptian 1070 876 18 976 9 930 13
Average — — 18 — 6 — 13
Table 9.2: Reduction percentage in closed LM size- unique tokens
Tables 9.2 and 9.3 show the unique tokens’ count after extracting the stems, pre-
fixes+stems and stems+suffixes. This was done using a multi dialect analyser methodol-
ogy.
The tables show, the highest reduction percentage was obtained from the web data, i.e.
up to 34%. The reduction average for stem+suffix was higher than that for prefix+stem.
Table 9.4 shows the average LMs sizes used in relevant research for various morpho-
logically rich languages. The size of the open LMs used for experiments in this work is
164K tokens.
Dialect Full word Stem
Reduction
%
Prefix+
stem
Reduction
%
stem+
suffix
Reduction
%
MSA 16546 13376 19 13823 16 14721 11
Gulf 19064 12546 34 16008 16 14266 25
Egyptian 21899 14419 34 18491 16 16728 24
Average — — 29 — 16 — 20
Table 9.3: Reduction percentage in open LM size- unique tokens
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Language/dialect (if applicable) LM size Reference
Czech 61K (Ircing et al., 2001)
Turkish 87K (Carki et al., 2000)
Arabic/Egyptian 170K (Kirchhoff and Vergyri, 2005)
Arabic/MSA 240K (Kirchhoff and Vergyri, 2005)
Multi language/Egyptian 160K (Creutz et al., 2007)
Arabic 146K (Kirchhoff et al., 2006)
Table 9.4: Comparison of LM sizes
9.3 Methodology
The multi dialect Arabic morphology analyser, that we have introduced in Chapter 4, uses
a modified MSA morphology analyser in order to analyse dialect words whose affixes have
been altered, and then uses the web as a corpus to extract unanalysed words according to
their frequency. The hypothesis utilised by the multi dialect morphology analyser is that:
(1) a large number of Arabic words have been changed according their affixes rather than
their stems. (2) the usage of stems is larger than the usage of the full word forms.
For this work, the methodology of the second part of the multi dialect morphology
analyser was used. The analyser required a minor modification in order to extract the
prefixes+stems and the stems+suffixes.
To the author’s knowledge, none of the previous studies have attempted to use more
than one form of a word, i.e. combinations of morphemes. One of the benefits of using
more than one form, is that in the case of similar results being obtained for different
combinations; for example if the results of prefixes+stem are similar to those of the
stem alone, it would be better to use prefixes+stem rather than the stem alone i.e. a
larger combination. However, in the case of different results we need to determine which
combination yield more accuracy and if the results agree between different dialects.
In order to enrich this research, experiments were performed on more than one dialect
i.e. MSA, Gulf dialect and Egyptian dialect. When using the data from parallel dialects,
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Dialect
WER for closed
domain LMs
WER for an open domain
LMs
Difference
MSA 13.9% 18.3% +4.4%
Gulf 12.7% 16.2% +3.5%
Egyptian 11.6% 18.2% +6.6%
Average 12.7% 17.6% +4.8%
Table 9.5: Baseline results
it will be possible to compare their parallel results, differentiations, and establish if the
results of the combination of morphemes have been agreed between different parallel data
for dialects or not.
Two types of LMs are also compared through the use of two different domains: (1)
an open domain, and (2) a closed domain LM (i.e. travel and tourism). This gives the
possibility of comparing the results of the same speech data with two different types of
LMs.
9.4 Recognition system and baseline result
Recognition experiments are accomplished using the CMU Sphinx speech recognition tool
(Lee et al., 1990). The results of training have been obtained using CMU Sphinxtrain
v1.0.7 (Sphinxtrain, 2011). Sphinx v3-0.8 (Sphinx, 2009) has been used for decoding and
extracting the results.
The baseline WERs as demonstrated in Table 9.5 result in 13.9%, 12.7% and 11.6%
for MSA, Gulf and Egyptian respectively for the travel and tourism LMs, and 18.3%,
16.2% and 18.2% for the open domain LMs. The results that are shown in Table 9.5 are
for the full form of the words i.e. prefix+stem+suffix. The average differences between
the closed and open domain LMs is just under 5%.
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Error rate for
LM Stem Prefix + Stem Stem + Suffix
Closed domain LM 7.10% 7.80% 7.50%
The improvement in error rate -6.80% -6.10% -6.40%
Relative change 48.9% 43.9% 46.0%
An open domain LM 11.80% 11.90% 11.50%
The improvement in error rate -6.50% -6.40% -6.80%
Relative change 35.5% 35.0% 37.2%
Table 9.6: MSA recognition results
9.5 Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) experiments
results
Tables 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8 demonstrate the results of the experiments for MSA, Gulf and
Egyptian dialects. The tables show WERs for three different cases: stem, prefix+stem,
stem+suffix. They also demonstrate results for two different suggested LMs, these being
a tourism and an open domain LM. The improvements in results compared to the baseline
results for each dialect are also shown in these Tables.
Table 9.6 demonstrates the MSA results when the error rates4 were reduced to between
6.1% and 6.8%. The best improvement for the closed domain LM is in the stem, i.e. an
error rate of 6.8%. This result, however, is equal to the best improvement for an open
domain LM that has been obtained by stem+suffix.
The WERs are reduced between 0.5% and 3.1% in the Gulf dialect. The stem alone
in the Gulf dialect has obtained the best error rate for closed LM and open domain LM,
i.e. error rates of 3.1% and 2.3% respectively, as demonstrated in Table 9.7.
Egyptian error rates have been reduced between 0.7% to 4.7%, as demonstrated in Ta-
ble 9.8. The greatest improvements in error rates in the Egyptian dialect is in stem+suffix
in both cases. They obtained 1.5% and 4.7% for closed domain and an open domain re-
4Including WER, Stem Error Rate (STER), Prefix + Stem Error Rate and Stem + Suffix Error Rate.
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Error rate for
LM Stem Prefix + Stem Stem + Suffix
Closed LM 9.6% 11.8% 10.0%
The improvement in error rate -3.1% -0.9% -2.7%
Relative change 24.4% 7.1% 21.3%
An open domain LM 13.9% 15.7% 15.3%
The improvement in error rate -2.3% -0.5% -0.9%
Relative change 14.2% 3.1% 5.6%
Table 9.7: Gulf dialect recognition results
Error rate for
LM Stem Prefix + Stem Stem + Suffix
Closed LM 10.9% 10.4% 10.1%
The improvement in error rate -0.7% -1.2% -1.5%
Relative change 6.0% 10.3% 12.9%
An open domain LM 15.2% 14.2% 13.5%
The improvement in error rate -3.0% -4.0% -4.7%
Relative change 15.6% 22.0% 25.8%
Table 9.8: Egyptian dialect recognition results
spectively.
In conclusion, improvements from 0.5% to 6.8% have been obtained for all three di-
alects examined in these experiments. Out of six different cases, in half the stem has
proved to be the most effective, while in the other half it is the stem+suffix. Although
there were improvements in all prefix+stem cases, none obtained the best WER.
9.6 Evaluation
The aims of this work have been to: (1) extract prefixes and suffixes by automatic means;
(2) work on more than one dialect using parallel data, in order to make a comparison
between different dialects in comparable data: (3) examine dialect morphemes in three
different forms: stem alone, prefix+stem and stem+suffix; (4) establish the differences
between using closed domain LM and open domain LM in such tasks for Arabic dialects.
There now follows a discussion of how far these aims have been achieved.
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One of the important issues is that the majority of Arabic dialects do not have available
lexicons with the exception of the Egyptian dialect (Abdel-Massih, 2011), and which has
been used in many ASR projects, such as in Kirchhoff et al. (2006). In addition, there
is no available speech tagger, or any other morphology tools, to extract affixes for multi
dialect words apart from the multi dialect morphology analyser. The rich morphology of
Arabic ensures that it is difficult to extract the morphemes of dialects words when such
vital tools or resources are absent, apart from using manual methods, which are time-
consuming. Therefore, the use of a multi dialect morphology analyser methodology has
been both helpful and time saving. All the experiments that have been undertaken after
using the multi dialect analyser methodology have yielded improvements in accuracy and
the error rate has been reduced. This demonstrates the effectiveness of using a morphology
analyser tool in such research.
There have been improvements in all eighteen results that have been completed. From
the lowest WERs that have been obtained for each dialect (i.e. the best six results), three
have been improved in stems, three have been improved by stem+suffix and none of the
prefix+stem were given the lowest WER. For both cases of closed and open domain LMs
in the Egyptian dialect, the improvements have taken place in the stem+suffix form. In
relation to the Egyptian dialect, it is also notable that the improvement for even the
prefix+stem is more than the stem improvements in both cases of LMs.
By dealing with morphemes instead of full word forms, fewer unique words were de-
termined, thus leading to improved results in all three cases. However, the following
question arises: Why did stem+suffix obtained the best WERs in three different cases?
In order to answer this question, further research is required. However, with regard to
the Egyptian dialect, a possible answer is that by working on the stem alone, the number
of phonetically similar words increased, which also increased the possibility of recognition
error. It may be that this phenomenon occurs in the Egyptian dialect more than in other
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dialects, which would then cause greater improvement in the Egyptian dialect than in
other dialects. For example, when /k/ phoneme is removed from the word ½ªÓA /samQk/
‘I hear you’, the new word is ©ÓA /samQ/ ‘I hear’. This word is phonetically close to the
word l×A  /samè/ ‘forgive’5, and in this case the possibility of error is higher than in
the case of stem+suffix. Thus, if improved (or similar) results are obtained by using
stem+suffix or prefix+stem instead of the stem alone, the preference would be to use the
stem with the better results of either prefix or suffix rather than the stem alone.
Given the supposition that there are the same number of prefixes and suffixes for
Arabic, using prefix+stem or stem+suffix rather than prefix+stem+suffix will decrease
full word forms by 50% in the lexicon for words that have affixes. In the case of similar
results, this also will maintain a larger portion of the word than the use of the stem alone.
The final issue concerns the fact that work on the parallel dialect data enabled to
check and compare between MSA and dialects. As previously discussed (and as can be
can seen from result Tables 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8), there is no agreement between different
dialects. This considerable gap between dialects themselves and MSA is behind the main
reason for such a differentiation.
9.7 Conclusions
This chapter has discussed the improving of Arabic dialects speech recognition through
working on LMs. We have done experiments on different types of morphemes. The
chapter has outlined the following points:
5This word is also used as a personal name.
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1. Three parallel dialects have been used i.e. MSA, Gulf and Egyptian from Arabic
multi dialect speech corpora.
2. Two different LMs for each dialect have been produced: a closed domain (travel
and tourism) LM and an open domain LM.
3. The methodology of the second part of a multi dialect morphology analyser has been
used to extract the three suggested forms of the word; stem alone, prefix+stem and
stem+suffix.
4. Six results per dialect have been extracted. This has given a total of eighteen results.
The WERs in these results have been reduced between 0.5% to 6.8%.
5. In three out of six results the best WERs were in the stem, while in the other three
the best WERs were in stem+suffix. None of the prefix+stem obtained the best
WER.
6. Dealing with prefix+stem or stem+suffix rather than with prefix+stem+suffix will,
in the case of similar results, keep a larger part of the word than the use of the stem
alone.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
10.1 Introduction
The central mission of this thesis has been to improve Arabic Automatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR) by dealing with Pronunciation Dictionary (PD) and Language Model (LM)
for Arabic dialects. However, the only way to improve speech recognition systems is to
provide access to sufficient data and to use the required tools. Therefore, before commenc-
ing working on the main aim of this thesis, important resources needed to be built and
collected; i.e. a multi-dialect morphology analyser, a dialects text corpus and a dialects
speech corpus. Three chapters of this thesis are devoted to detailing the methodolo-
gies of collection and building of these important resources. Section 10.2 concludes the
methodologies that have been developed for building the Arabic dialects resources.
The improvement to the Arabic dialects speech recognition tasks was divided into
two tasks: (1) comparing a multi dialect speech recognition task with separate dialect
tasks built using the same data, and (2) improving speech processing methods for Arabic
dialects according to two important components; i.e. LMs and PDs, Section 10.3 delivers
conclusions about the work done in both areas.
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10.2 The methodologies for building Arabic dialects
resources
Chapter 4 described a multi-dialect morphology analyser, which utilises both a linguistic
basis and a statistical basis to analyse Arabic dialects, loanwords and Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) words. The linguistic foundation makes use of the MSA morphology anal-
yser and adapts it to accept affixes in dialects. The overall accuracy rate improved from
32% to 69% following adoption. One reason for this improvement was that many Ara-
bic dialect words alter their affixes without any changes to their stems; thus, through
treatment of the affixation a better result was acquired.
After this, the segmenter was then created to give four possible forms of the word. A
full word form, a virtual (prefix + stem), a virtual (stem + suffix) and a virtual stem. It is
possible that any one of these forms provides the correct stem, such that these examples
were introduced previously in Chapter 4. By extracting the correct stem, a segmenter
can also point if there is a prefix and/or suffix of the word.
By making use of the four forms created by the segmenter, the notion of using the web
as a corpus was proposed. This resource made it possible to use the frequencies retrieved
for each segment of the word to distinguish the stem and then extract the prefixes and
suffixes where applicable. This step achieved a result of 94% accuracy over 2229 different
dialect words.
The use of the web as a corpus made it possible to identify MSA words that were
unrecognisable to the original MSA morphology analyser. This approach also showed
that it was possible to distinguish between actual prefix and/or suffix and those letters
that were similar to, but not actual prefixes/suffixes. The final advantage of this multi
dialect morphology analyser was that the method was up to date, therefore any new dialect
word would be detected immediately after becoming popular; i.e. if it has a frequency of
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use exceeding ten thousand.
One of the shortcomings when using the web as a corpus for Arabic is that the use
of Arabic search engines to search the web did not support diacritics effectively. In such
work, there is also a need for more linguistic rules, as some analytical errors occurred due
to the shortage of linguistic rules that could be applied to the web search portion of the
task.
Chapter 5 and 6 presented the methodologies used for building text and speech corpora
in Arabic dialects. The data resulting from both speech and text corpora is available for
public use. Chapter 5 introduced a methodology for collecting an Arabic multi dialect
based on written corpora, created by exploiting the web as a corpus. We started the work
by collecting and grouping around 1500 dialect words from different Arab websites. Then,
a survey was conducted with a group of people from different Arab countries to ensure
that they would use only the words on their own list. The resulting corpus included four
main dialects; Levantine, Egyptian, Gulf and North African. We obtained links for the
resulting keywords using an API search engine, and then downloaded web pages deemed
likely to have the same seed words dialects. More than 55000 web pages were downloaded.
We needed to perform a suitable cleaning and normalisation for the downloaded web
pages, as the greatest concern issue was noise. It is difficult to generalise the rules for
cleaning web data, as cleaning and normalisation are challenges for web data.
These corpora included four main dialects Gulf, Levantine, Egyptian and North African,
which gave a result of 14.5 million, 10.4 million, 13 million and 10.1 million tokens re-
spectively and the total number of distinct types in all corpora was more than 2 million.
The results for the Zipf’s law for all corpora were ≈ -1.
Multiple pages have mixed texts between MSA and a single dialect; this is no great
concern as all dialects include some MSA words and expressions. However, it is a concern
that many pages include mixed dialects, which then need to be classified in a proper way
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to avoid them all appearing on one page.
In Chapter 6, we introduced the methodology we followed when building the parallel
dialects speech corpora for Arabic. The resultant corpora were about 32 hours in length,
and recorded from 52 participants, using MSA and three other dialects. The resulting
segmented corpora included more than 67,000 wave files. A specific domain was chosen,
i.e. travel and tourism before writing an MSA text containing 1291 sentences. We then
diacritised the text showing short vowels that do not usually appear in Arabic text.
The MSA diacritised text was then translated by dialect native speakers into local
dialects. There are additional phonemes in the dialects that are not used in MSA. Thus,
we identified four new phonemes.
The recordings for the texts were made in very quiet conditions to avoid any back-
ground noise. Moreover, a professional microphone was used, i.e. a Blue Yeti microphone.
The recordings obtained were of a high quality, similar to those that would be obtained
in a sound proofed room.
All the speakers from different countries participated in the MSA numbered section.
This made it possible to collect an MSA number speech corpus from those speakers with
different backgrounds.
Arabic dialects are mainly spoken and not written; therefore, we found that many of
the errors that occurred, happened with younger speakers as they faced difficulties when
reading dialect text. Another issue identified was that most of the errors that happened
with speakers of all ages were with MSA numbers in diacritisation, as Arabic native
speakers face difficulties when trying to speak using MSA. We also found many errors
when reading the names of cities.
To the author’s knowledge this is the first parallel dialect speech corpus collected
in Arabic. Therefore, this corpus will be useful for all researchers dealing with Arabic
dialects, also for comparisons of the specific features of each dialect. In addition, it is
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useful for speech-to-speech translation between MSA and dialects and between dialects
themselves.
The resultant corpora have four parallel speech corpora MSA, Gulf, Levantine and
Egyptian. There is also an MSA numbers speech corpus produced by native Arabic
speakers from different dialect backgrounds.
10.3 Improving speech recognition for Arabic dialects
Chapter 7 presented an Arabic dialect speech recognition system created to recognise
MSA and three different dialects. The majority of the research studies that have been
conducted in this area have focused on MSA or a single dialect rather than on multiple
dialects. An important reason for this is the shortage of available resources for Arabic
speech, especially for dialects. Therefore, we aimed to build a multi dialect system before
starting work on PDs and LMs to check the accuracy of the speech data collected, and
also to compare multi dialect speech recognition task results, versus separated dialects
results.
Of the experiments done using parallel speech data, the best Word Error Rate (WER)
that could be obtained was 13.7% for multi-dialect system and 10%, 17%, 15.1% and
16.3% for MSA and for the Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian dialects, respectively when
checking multi dialect data. However, when using the dialect’s own data to compare the
results with the multi-dialect data set, the results obtained were: 8.2%, 12.7%, 8.8% and
11.2% for MSA, Gulf, Levantine and Egyptian dialects, respectively. The average of the
differences when checking the dialects using their own data and the best WER for the
multi-dialect result was -4.4%.
To determine the importance of the dialect classifier in these situations, an experiment
was conducted to extract the Levantine dialect, assuming that we have a dialect classifier
and it has inaccurately classified Levantine as MSA. We extracted the WERs for three
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different LMs using an MSA acoustic model. These were found to be very high compared
to the WER for the Levantine dialect, when evaluated against multi dialect data in all
the cases that were examined. The result confirms that although a state-of-the-art Arabic
dialect classifier obtained a high level of accuracy, in the case of misclassification, a very
low accuracy rate would be obtained for languages with significant dialect differences like
Arabic.
Multi-dialect systems might be judged an optimal solution when considering a loss
of 4.4% in the average rate of accuracy, conversely saves at least 30s according to state-
of-the-art result with each conversion occurring between dialects in real-time dialogue
systems.
Chapter 8 introduced a method for improving Arabic PDs. Arabic generally follows
regular rules from letter to sound; however, these rules still need to be evaluated in
order to ascertain which are the most efficient. Therefore, an incremental methodology
for applying phonological rules was introduced for MSA and Levantine dialect. In the
suggested incremental methodology, we began by applying a new rule to the baseline
system, then started a new cycle and evaluated its effect. If there was an improvement,
we added the rule to our PD improvement rules for each dialect.
Considerable improvements in WER, i.e. 5.3% and 5% for MSA and the Levantine,
respectively, were recorded. The phonology rules improved the WERs by 3.2% and 2.5%
for MSA and Levantine respectively; whereas the morphology rule improved the WERs
by 2.1% and 2.5%, respectively. Not all the orthography to phonology rules had positive
effects on WER, especially in the case of dialects. On the other hand, new rules were
evaluated and found to have a positive effect on WER efficiency.
Eight phonology rules were shown to improve the MSA PD, and three for the Levantine
dialect. The morphology rule illustrated the importance of using the stem rather than
the full word form in ASR for rich morphologically languages tasks; this will give fewer
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unique words and then the WER is likely to reduce.
Chapter 9 continued working on the stem in more details. It discussed the improving
of Arabic dialects when working on LMs. We conducted experiments on three parallel
dialects from Arabic multi dialect speech corpora; i.e. MSA, Gulf and Egyptian. For each
dialect, two different LMs were produced: a closed domain LM and an open domain LM,
to enable us to check the results against the two different LMs sizes.
The methodology of the second part of the multi dialect morphology analyser modified
and then used to extract the three suggested forms of the word; stem alone, prefix+stem
and stem+suffix. Six results were extracted per dialect, giving a total of eighteen results
from Gulf dialect, Egyptian dialect as well as MSA. All of the experiments yielded positive
results, between 0.5% to 6.8% in error rates. In three out of six cases, the best error rates
were in the stem, while in the other three the best error rates were for stem+suffix.
However, none of the prefix+stem obtained a best error rate.
Dealing with prefix+stem or stem+suffix rather than with prefix+stem+suffix will, in
the case of similar results, ensure a larger part of the word is used, and not just the stem
alone. By dealing with prefix+stem or stem+suffix rather than with prefix+stem+suffix
we omitted one part of the word at any one time (i.e. prefix or suffix); therefore, we need
to develop a method for turning prefix+stem or stem+suffix into the main form of the
word after the recognition stage.
10.4 How this research can be extended to multi-
dialect approaches to other languages
In this section, we show the methodologies of this thesis that can be carried out in other
languages.
In the second and third parts of the methodology of the multi-dialect morphology
analyser, which we introduced in Chapter 4, we used a special segmenter and a web-as-
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corpus to retrieve the frequency of the segmented parts of the word. These two parts
are language independent. They can be applied to any low resource language to build
a morphology analyser, segmenter or stemmer, particularly languages that have a rich
morphology or a rich combination of affixes. However, a list of combinations of prefixes
and suffixes is required, which can be used to segment the words and then to check the
parts through web queries to retrieve the frequency of each part. If the language does not
have infixes, then the stem and the root can be distinguished and any affixes of the word
can be extracted. However, the root cannot be extracted using this methodology for the
languages that have infixes such as Arabic.
When there are large differences between a language and its dialects, or there are
distinct words, that is, words are used in one region and are not used in others, the
methodology suggested in Chapter 5 for building text corpora can then be used. There
is a need to extract these distinct words, and then classify them into dialects before
bootstrapping them to build a multi-dialect text corpus.
The methodologies that have been used for improving the PDs and LMs of Arabic
dialects, which are described in Chapters 8 and 9, respectively, are also language inde-
pendent. They can be applied to any language. However, the methodology that was used
to improve PD can be applied if the language has clear orthography-to-phonology rules,
which is the Arabic case. If there is a large combination of prefixes and suffixes, and the
stem can be obtained by removing these affixes, the methodology of improving LM will be
very useful. Any of the three forms can be the aim of the work: stem alone, prefix+stem
or stem+suffix.
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10.5 Future work
10.5.1 Extending the multi dialect analyser
There is still scope for further analysis in the second part of the analyser. In some cases
there is more than one stem from the full word form. However, the segmenter in its
current state extracts one form of the stem, and ignores the others. Therefore, it would
be beneficial to add more rules to the segmenter to enable it to check other forms of the
stem and extract all possible stem forms. We can take advantage of the web frequency to
determine if the other stem forms that have been suggested by the segmenter are correct
or not.
Another approach that would improve the analyser would be to extend the suggested
approach to handle the diacritics correctly. One idea for creating a dialects diacritiser is
to extend the work done by Alghamdi and Muzaffar (2007). The King Abdulaziz City
for Science and Technology (KACST) diacritiser is a pure statistic diacritiser using quad-
grams for dicritising MSA, and can be used for any Arabic texts if fully diacritised. The
KACST diacritiser delivered encouraging results statistically without using any linguistic
rules. We suggest using this technique for dialect texts, after building multi dialect text
diacritised corpora.
To make the analyser more accurate there is a need to add more linguistic rules. These
rules will be helpful when choosing the correct form of the stem. However, there is a need
to distinguish those rules that are appropriate for dialects, and those that are appropriate
for MSA words but not for dialect words as we tested these when improving PDs in
Chapter 8.
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10.5.2 Classifying text corpora
Many pages have mixed dialects, which causes noise when managing more than one di-
alect concurrently. Therefore, there is a need to undertake a dialect classification for the
resulting text corpora. The classification can also be extended to include the cleaning of
noise to produce a new version with less noise.
10.5.3 Producing different version of speech corpora
We are aiming in future to extend speech corpora by producing versions with different
features. For example CTIMIT (Brown and George, 1995), which is cellular TIMIT, has
been produced by transferring the speech database of TIMIT using the cellular network.
By using a similar technique we can generate other version of our speech corpora; i.e.
cellular parallel speech corpora.
10.5.4 Extending incremental methodology by applying it to
other dialects
Future work will evaluate and extend the incremental methodology introduced in Chapter
8 to other Arabic dialects; the benefit of this work is to produce a list for each of the
main dialects, showing how far each phonology rule affect the results positively or nega-
tively. These new lists should also have the orthography to phonology rules that relate to
connected words.
10.5.5 Returning to the original full word from prefix+stem or
stem+stem after improving LMs
After obtaining improved LMs, another issue needs to be discussed in more depth. As
can be seen from Chapter 9, there were improvements on the results in all experiments;
i.e. prefix+stem or stem+suffix. However, results were typically better with stem+suffix
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than with prefix+stem. The question raised was how best to return to the original full
word form. One solution proposed, which needs to be evaluated in more detail, is that
we can return to the original sentence by measuring the distance between output and
original sentences in the original text. To achieve this, we need to measure any insertion
between the recognised sentence and the original sentence. The minimum distance is then
a pointer for the correct sentence.
10.6 Contributions
This chapter has presented proposals for future work and the conclusions to the thesis.
Six parts were involved in this thesis. The summary of the contributions of this thesis is
as follows:
1. We introduced a methodology for a multi dialect Arabic morphology analyser. This
methodology synthesised linguistic and statistical bases. The linguistic method
used an adapted MSA morphology analyser to handle the dialect affixes and then
analyse the remaining word fragments. The second method involved segmenting the
words and using ‘the web as a corpus’ to estimate the frequency of different segment
combinations.
2. We presented the methodology followed when collecting Arabic dialects text corpora
automatically by exploiting the web. The resultant corpus includes four sub-corpora
for the four main Arabic dialects; i.e. Gulf, Egyptian, Levantine and North Africa.
3. We demonstrated the methodology utilised when collecting the Arabic parallel di-
alects speech corpora. The speech corpus has three dialects Gulf, Levantine, and
Egyptian, as well as MSA.
4. We discussed different aspects of the building of a multi dialect speech recognition
system for Arabic versus preparing a separate dialects speech recognition systems.
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We discussed the results and the advantages and disadvantages affecting each sys-
tem.
5. We introduced an incremental methodology for improving PDs in Arabic dialects.
This methodology improved the PDs for MSA and Levantine dialect, we also used
this methodology to distinguish how every letter-to-sound rule chosen affected the
PD positively or negatively.
6. We introduced a morpheme-based methodology to improve the LMs in Arabic di-
alects speech recognition. Using this methodology, we evaluated three types of
morphemes; i.e. stem alone, prefix + stem and stem + suffix. We also applied this
methodology to different LMs sizes.
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